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will receive prom pt attention.

j “ Grandma kisses me just like :i cluni- in time; and when Grandma Jarvis came W H A T A N A D V E R T IS E M E N T T I I E D E C E M B E R M A G A Z IN E S ,
T iik Rev. J. Hyatt Smith said that he pie. Tt is the sheet-anchor o f success in
; shell,” said Mabel, in half soliloquy as she into Boston a year after Mabel's marriage,
The December Atlantic comes promptly to was once trying to illustrate the difference every avocation, and especially to farmerD ID .
I sat down by the window. Iler mother to cat her Christmas dinner at Mr. Seldon’s
Imnd, and closes its fortieth volume and twentieth between Christ’s joy at the conversion of a “ John,” said a farmer to his hired man,
she
nodded
quaintly
at
the
lady
of
the
| could not help laughing, for the cool nip of
rear of publication, with papers of unusual inter- sinner and the joy the converted one e x  “ the day is gone, and what have we ac
BY WM. II. MAKER.
MONM OUTH
____
I est. The project of “ Excavating Herculaneum,” perienced. He didn’t know how he was complished? YVe have been busy'"all day.
thin lips, that was grandma's substitute for house as she said : “ i congratulate you now
a kiss, certainly did suggest shells and Mchctahlo; 1 can do it with a clear cousiExperience lets .lone little for the averl!,ll’l'>1 A McLeod, will strongly arrest public going to get through, when suddenly a story but I can’t see that we have done much.”
clamminess. John came directly back ence. It's been a good hunting year, 1 atre business man if it lias not taught him ",u" ,:on; A» anonymous writer, who evidently crept into his mind. His brother Natty, “ No,” replied John, “ wc have not done
Beach n hand out to Monmouth, and not pass him by with the package,and Mabel eagerly untied 1 see.”
much, for the reason that we commenced
the benefit
of
advertising.
I
never
met
a
£
“
« <£"hf
n,‘s- Jf°Urc,!
“ 'that
^ 'rngton
i i ,.
Society
to be h“
of a*better
tone than
of any when a child, was blind. A cloudy film
W ith a stare of contempt aud a pitiless eye.
and unfolded it The motto was printed in
Mabel colored and laughed, and herlnis- man who
had been successful m largo men- other :Vmcri<.aI1 ci,
s „ w Benjamin, finish* had spread over his eyes, cutting oft* his a half-a-dozen things and finished nothing.”
lie is poor, he is sad, and a drunkard, I fear—
large German text, easy to read, though band started, but nobody explained the sm e but that printer s ink could claim a his description of “ Portugal and the Portuguese.” sight. One day lie and his brother were
A C H EA P SMOKE-HOUSE.
Reach a hand out to Monmouth, give Monmouth a gay with gold and colors, and it ran thus: ! sybilic utterance; Mrs Lee gave her mother
AND
' e i~ good share of the credit of his sue- *»The Details of Modern Shoemaking,” are given playing on the nursery floor, using a large
Dig a narrow pit from twelve to eighteen
“ Take up the foxes, the little foxes that a grateful look, and Grandma Jarvis cess. But while everything goes to show by T. A. 1). 4» What They Said,” is a love story, onion for a ball. They rolled and tossed it inches deep, throwing the earth all out on
spoil the vines, for our vines have tender wiped her spectacles.— Bose T erry Cookr.
Ah, God! what a ravage of sin and decay!
the irivutvalue of advertising, one needs to {<>1.1 in nine sprightly letters and a postscript, hack and forth, until it became bruised and one side. From near the bottom of this
grapes.”
W hat a wreck of the youth once so genial aiul g ay !
dabble but very slightly with the science be- Kdwnr 111. Knight continues his «• Crude and Cu- juiev. Natty in handling it. got his fingers pit dig a trench of sufficient length to hold
So witty at college, so full of brave cheer!—
Mabel started.
i
------------- * ' *
forc be learns that it is only judicious ad- rious Inventions,” giving illustrations and details wet with the juice, and when he rubbed his one or two joints of stove-pipe, at such an
Reach a hand out to Monmouth, give Monmouth a
vertising that pays. To write a good nil- of basket making, and of fabrics of cane, bambeo, eyes with his hands he uttered a sharp cry angle ns will bring the end away fr *
“ Mother, wlmt on earth does it mean ? 11 j
Story
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f
an
E
n
g
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eer,
te a r!
vertisement is no easy task: the accom -, c;‘• The doings of “ The San Francisco Vigilance of pain. Then he jumped to his feet, anil pit to the surface of the ground.
Mrs Lee smiled and sighed both, as she
tr
read the legend over the g irls shoulder.
“ Let me put
put my
mv name down first—I plishment cun bo numbered among the Jij>,“,1dttw, in 185b, are stated and defended by screaming with joy. exclaimed:
How proudly we marshaled ourselves in his name
end of this pipe set a common tlo . barrel
“ Look here. Mab, ’ said she, slipping a Hat
st:lv ]OII
science*. In I,...king over the .idvertising | ., """r/’- 1
ouc «’f
"wrahers.
“ Oh, I *oe! I see !” the delicate surgery or large cask, as may be needed, and Lav
When the country demanded his gifts for her fame!
of the onion had cut through and removed ing removed both heads, bank up
gold hoop of! her third finger, and the girl
was a m l ribbon meeting, and the columns of a paper I n n .notoi.lv interested * 10
How his voice in the Senate rang *.. *'.y and clear!—
r ™ "A- f “ Uos,10", T
Reach a hand out to Monmouth, give Monmouth a lead inside, “ Beware of little foxes! and man was a locomotive engineer, bronzed in the matter but in the n.annerin ......... it !
X b l f o f •• I& K & the film that blinded hum Ho leaped into with loose earth so that no smoke in t*slooked up, freshly astonished, into her aml strong, having eyes full of deep deter- is presented, and I have oftencr found my- Notes,” Bermuda and its inhabitants arc “sized” his inothcr’s arms, quivering with delight, cape at the liottom. Hang the buns, etc.,
m other s face.
j urination. He signed his name in ahold iclf envying a man the happy manner in as onu, Mark can do it. Prof. X. S. Shalcr, with while she clasped him to her breast and ut in it, using sonic round sticks to run
A vassal to Pleasure, of E rro r the slave,
hiring beyond that of the original projector ol tered words o f joy. The happiness of the the strings. Putting a cover on tin stick“1
m:l mc;ins to tcl1 y °u a plain hand, tied a red ribbon in his butten- which he presented his business to the pul
O’ermastercd by passions that drag to the grave,
lie than I did the possession of his busi the Pacific Railroad, suggests “ How to change child was one; the happiness of the mother will leave space enough for draught
We have watched him sink deepr r and faster each Storv. Mallei, which she told me when 1 hoi0t ;imi ;ls | 1(i left the hall he said :
ness.
was
engaged.
It
hurt
her
bitterly
to
tell
As
the
Lord
looks
down
on
me,
I'll
the
North American Climate,” by cutting a chan was another. “ When I returned home af the smoke pass freely. Build a sm
y e a rAmong the merchants who patronized nel through Alaska large enough to admit the ter church that Sunday,” said Mr. Smith,. of corn-cobs, damp hard wood or s . « Reach a hand out to Monmouth, give Monmouth a it, hnt it did me much good. I think she ncvor touch liquor again.”
tonld not bring herself to tell you. You : “ Have you ever been a hard drinker?” the Republican at a time when l was close-1 heated currents of the Pacific Ocean, W. II. "My little blue eyes climbed into my lap in the pit, and you will have a cheap and said, “ Ily a tt”—she has no respect for
are not her daughter and cannot love her as queried a man who walked beside the en lv studying the ways and means of adver- B'riiop, gives two pleasing chapters of h
efficient smoke-house with vei
Too late to restore him !—'tis n e v e r too late
:al. “ Dctmold, a Romance.’* Of poetry, the the cloth: it's her mother’s training— and
I do. and you have never had reason to pity gineer.
tising was one who was certainly master of
trouble.
To strive for a soul drifting down to his fate.
>*t notable contribution is from the pen of Henrv “ Hyatt,” she said, “ was that story about
her as 1 have. You never saw grandfather
the
art.
He
could
be
short
and
inclusi
No. Fact is, 1 was never drunk in my
His heart is not d ead; bring him back from the rear— Jarvis, Mabel.”
TH E VALUE OF COW HUNG.
«‘»n«fdIow. “ \Va,-e„take, •» AlfredTennyson” the onion a truly story?” “ Yes, niy pet,”
life. I've swallowed considerable whiskey an,I v,*t l,is advertisement n.-v. r read like
Reach a hand out to Monmouth, give Monmouth a
Farmers are apt to undervalue th iung
nor was he eV(,,. a u-raerfu .r.t.ute to the poet laureate
her I said. “ Oh, she said, “ I thought you
^\hy, 1 thought he died before 1 was jM,t] never went far enough to get drunk. I a, telegraph i.1,‘spate!.:
1
l.
.1
i poetic contributions arc by Frank Sewa 11, (has. were only preaching.”
I
hat
is
made,
or can be made, from their
born.
shinn
an,, - Anticipation,”
shouldn't miss it. or be the worse oft’ for an slangy. ll".ugh ho manage,I to eat, It an.l
cattle. It has often l>een estimated that a
*No, 111! died ten years ago in Brazil. hour, if all the intoxicating drinks in the utilize the impnlar eat, h words about as llv an nllo„ylnoll.s ;mthor. Tho Contributors’
Let us rally around him, and never despise
cow
produces
forty pounds of excrement,
A brother in ruins, but help liitu to rise.
I never saw him myself. Mali; he never Worl<’l were drained into the ocean.
soon as anv one m the city.
^
Club is as racy as ever, embracing an interesting
A caucus of republican senators was held and twelve pounds of urine daily, when
knew he had a daughter."
If we icin, what a rapture will be our reward!
Soon after 1 began business, said he. variety of travelers' tales, criticisms, and remarks
• But you seemed very eager to sign the
stabled, or yarded, and well fed. Let ns
in
Washington
on
Saturday,
lasting
five
“ Mother.”
For Monmouth again of himself will be lord.
*’
I
made
up
my
mind
something
must
he
ami
Recent
Publications,
especially
those
designed
| pledge.”
what the value of these excrements are
— ! / « , ] , , r ’« M o y a s ,
Mrs. Lee's lovely dark eyes filled with
•* So I was, and I'll keep it through thick done to start people towards my door. I fur the holidays now near at hand, arc carefully hours, at which the President’s Southern see
and civil-rights polities were freely and when both are saved. When cattle arc
terns as she drew Mabel down beside her and thin, and talk temperance to every was on a not very popular thoroughfare and reviewed.
well bedded, the most of the urine is ab
on the sofa.
frankly
discussed.
It
is
not
definitely
hadn’t a cent to s e r e i n making my elf
The Christian Union, edited bv Revs. Henry
man on the road.”
sorbed by the bedding; and those who
“ 1 have been told that grandma was a
known. One day a trifling tiling happened Ward Beecher and Lyman Abbott/ to the adver- known what line of action the senators will are accustomed to clean stables, I thin
•* You must have strong reasons?'*
veiy beautiful, high spirited girl at your
Well, if you'll walk down to the depot tom e; I found a pocket-hook. I found it
f which we invite particular attention, hereafter adopt.
will admit that in twenty-four lu - wha
mi© special features not found in other
I'll tc 11 you :i story on the way. It hasn’t ns I was going homo to dinner, and before
•lung is removed from each cow, with the
been in tin. p:i por•, and only a few of us I reached the store again 1 made up mv religious journals. Among these are the sermon:
It is stated that Lieut. Bnllis, with a saturated straw, is not less than fitly H*.
of
Mr.
Beecher
each
week,
the
weekly
comments
mind
that
the
pocket-hook
must
contribute
L IT T L E F O X E S .
know ti e fin ts. Yon klnm• I run tlie night
love with her. Her father died when she expre:ss on tin* B------rrau ,1. \Vn always to mv success—not the money in it. mind •ai the International Lessons by Mr. Abbott, and mill party of Sioux Indians, recently amounting in ofio days to 18.250 ;<ounds
a >aerial series: of article*, “ Sundav-School Nor rossedthe IlioGrandononrthe mouth of the U hen this dung is thrown into a heap ..
was three years old, and her invalid moth
you.”
i river and was attacked by a body of! the yard, and exposed to the rain- which
| ** Dear me! there comes Grandma Jar er reared the child, and spoiled her more have at lea.;t two sleepers anil a coach.
“ I called at the Republican office and mal Work,” by Rev. J. II. Vincent, 1). D., tho
and ;somethues wt• have as manv as two
v is? ” sighed pretty Mabel Lee, as she j than I do you.”
ti\o hundred Indians and was compelled to arc a benefit, if the heaps are made ■uni
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", n kn""" “ “ isl,0P n( n >a,itau>iu!>
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It’s
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looked out of the window and saw an old , Mabel kissed the soft hand laid on her
retreat. Col. Young has left Fort Clark pact, the weight increases, say one-third
atnnntr
tile
specials:
from
mv
'■
'aary."
by
“
I
u
cos;”
“
Street
Laborspi
floor, and pretty straight, though
j lady coming across the lawn —a very queer j shoulder, and gave it a wilful little bite.
York," furnished by themselvi
Pocket-B ook Foi'nd .—A pocket-hook phonographic reports of interviews with them : with 200 cavalry to reinforce Lieut Ballis. making the weight when used r. rops
id spot or two. The night cx! looking old lady, in a plain gray gown, a
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24,383 founds, or about twelve two-h u “ Don’t be horrid, mamma, or I shall eat
: has the right o’ way and we make containing a sum of money was picked up •* Practical Papers on Political Economy," by
dark purple shawl and an old fashioned
Ti,n
ai n t
| TI
wagon loads, and worth to any farmer n
you right up. As if I were on** bit spoiled! fast time. It’s no rare thing for us toskim on the street, and can !>•* had by tin* right Rev. Leonard Bacon, D. 1> : and “ How Shall we
1 he .senate on Monday continued John l^ s than 824. This, I claim, is a fail w
j silk calash over tin* thick-milled cap.
ful
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(.’ash
Grocery
••
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child
you
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aionir
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rate
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I ** Mabel? ” said her mother indignantly.
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nMion "f ll" manure of :i cow in
on
Worthington
street.”
Kgtrieston, I>. D.
! “ Oh. I know it, mamma dear. I’m an not need grandmas lesson. She was thirty or forty miles, and we rarely go bc.-w clcn ami
M»rW« «ri
k.v t stable,1, or car,1ml. whore all of
Well, sir. you would bn surprised to see
A New England story, by Mrs. Harriet Beech Mmln-an. assistant attorney genera ; John her excrements can !,J saved, and. which
awful sinner: but Grandma Jarvis is so! spoiled. as 1 said, and Jonathan Jarvis low thirty. One night I pulled out of Dethe
number
of
people
who
claimed
that
er
Stowe,
will
begin
in
November
and
continue
knt*w
it.
but
he
was
bewitched
by
her
spirit
troit
with
two
sleepers,
two
coaches,
and
Igood and sensible, and so forth, I always ;
n
.
Defrees,
public
printer:
Kenneth
Raymav
be
saved on the soilin-, or green feed
they had lost pur
And most of them through several months.
! feel as if 1 were a poor little nut in the and beauty and thought, as men are apt to tj,0 barrage and mail cars. Nearly all the
nor, solicitor of the reasnry : alsoan n n ,Iillt these clim ates arc (Slow, perThe publication of “ Extra.1
ivill rema
jaws of a steel nut cracker when she is think, that he could control and cure all berths in both sleepers were full, and mosf- were respectable people, too, who had lost of the features. Of these five
No '' 1 1 f ; ’S n,V'rS ':! S’ ,1,ilrlCt ““ urner- hiun. what they ought to be, as no farmer,
that
She
loved
him.
ve
ry
deeply,
afnf
tju,
sea|
s
jn
the
coaches
were
occupied,
some
money;
they
were
not
dead
heats,
about.”
: p10|,ablv, would Ihj willing to sell all the
1 ,“ Our Church Work,” bv Rev. S. H. Truer. etc., m the soutliucst.
“ She generally finds out and brings out ter her fashion, and there was nothing to U W:IS u dark night, threatening all the though, of course, every dead beat in town -Ii*. : N •. 2. “ II .w to Study the Bible.” 1-v H-v.
-------• •
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manure made from a cow, or nn ox, from
| the good in you,*’ said Mrs. Lee. smiling. delay their marriage, but the day was tjmo to rain, and a lonesome wind whis- called on me and claimed ihe money.”
Lyman
Abbott;
No.
d,
“
Henry
Ward
Beecher
in
Tho
cotton
crop
in
Louisiana
has
been
Xoveml»er to May for less than $20, because
“ The Jlrpubliron was issued from the
around the cabs as we left the city beI n g r e a t v a r ie t y o f s t y le s fo r I but she said no more, for Mrs. J. turned searcely fixed when her mother suddenly
the West.” with steel plate engraving of Mr. greatly damaged by continued rains which !,L> could not replace it for less money, and
oflice
about
5
o’clock,
and
about
(>
o’clock
>unk
and
died.
Grand-mother
did
not
bind.
We
were
seventeen
minutes
late,
Beecher: No. I, “ The Russo-Turkish War,” have prevented picking. The yield is esI the door-handle at the moment and came ;
would he worth that sum to use on his
people
began
to
drop
in
and
inquire
about
mourn
so
hopelessly
that
it
was
thought
M
nd
th.it
meant
fast
time
all
through,
P O L O N A IS E .
with a Map of the Seat of War; and No. •’>, “ The
in.
rm. In brief, the manure of a cow will
best to put oft her marriage, though out of
.. W ell.” In* continued, after a moment, the money. I had arranged my store in Strike and it* Lessons,” by Henry Ward Beecher, timated at 27 per cent, less than last year.
1 Yon saw at once if you saw her face.
In Mississippi the yield is estimated at 12 about pay for her feed, unless highly fed on
the
most
attractive
way
I
could;
candy
and
respect
for
her
m
others
memory,
there
*
*
everything
ran
along
all
right
until
after
sold for 15 cents each, or any two for percent, less than last year: in Arkansas meal, e tc .; and in that cose, its value is
| that she was a person of keen insight and
wedding party, and the “ happy midnight. The main track was kept clear , oranges were displayed in the most tempt- -j:. cent*,
judgment: perhaps less lovable than a g( nbegan their_
their wedded
wedded life
life at once in for ns; tli«> engine was in good spirits, and ing places, and everything that would appair began
TheC iikistian Un io n ' s Evangel'ca’, Umlenomi the same as last year: in Georgia !i per much increased, as the real vain* , :naj tier ami more gracious nature, vet a wom- tlie
old homestead where grandma live we ran into D ----- as smooth ns you please. peal to men s appetites was where it could national, Protestant and Christian. The terms cent less; in Florida 8 to 10 per cent, less: : nnre depends on the quality of the feed givan to be thoroughly trusted and relied up- today.
a year. To Clergymen, s*2.5ft. The pul>- in South Carolina 13 per cent, less; and in j en to animals.
The express coming oast should meet us lie seen, and seen to the best advantage, am
I on.
GRADE FOK DRAIN-.
“ The outlook befor
My first calls came from merchants and bdier is Horatio (’. King, Xo. 27 Park Place Xew Virginia and North Carolina 10 per ent.
Mabel was a ladylike, bright girl, spoiled : fair: youth, health. these t wo was very fifteen miles west of D ----- . hut the operaless than last year.
competency. what
at the station had failed to receive his clerks on their way home: the owner of ^orkProcure a carpenter's level, w e it testto be sure, as children are apt to be, when j
seemed
to
he
devoted
love,
made
them
an
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report
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he
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not
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nppenrance,
H
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’
s
M
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t
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fully
nmin| there is but one in the family, and resent- |
A “ straight-edge,” some twelve or fifteen
| mg. like any spoiled child, her grandmoth- apparently enviable couple, but no sooner Mnd, yet it was not. and after a little enn- but I found myself and clerk kept tolerably tains the leading position which this periodical
busy
putting
up
goods
for
our
callers.
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to
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and
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excellence,
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re
these
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wills
brought
into
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saltation
the
conductor
sent
me
ahead.
We
feet
long,
should
be secured, with conv. n! er’s sharp comments and sensible advice.
m ,7 M a id e n Sm
j l to o t n c . | ient hand-holes for carrying. Bogin ■ :ie
^
were to keep the main track, while the the morning the women began to call. 1 Readers will first of all turn to L oxopellow ' s fflv
' At heart, however, she respected her, and tact than trouble began.
! outlet and • rive a couple of stakes in
I.
“ A °u may laugh. Mabel, but their first other train would run in on the side track, had prepared for them by turning my store poem, “ Keramos,” beautifully illustrated by
Jperhaps a little more that the old lady was
! soil so that they will stand solid 1\
was about a coftei-pot. Mother Xight after night our time had been so close into a large show room. 1 answered all in- Abbey and Fredericks. While the subject of the
rich and generous, and young people, even trouble
preferred the old-fashioned urn, her hus that we did not keep them waiting over qilirics about that money, but as the proper P°cm ifSono dear to the hearts of all bric-a brae B r ie f articli
! leaving a projection o f five or six fe< t
the least mercenary and grasping, feel
person did not appear‘I had to «nve the hunters, the poet has transcended its raoreobvious eluting to Fa n, Gardei
band the newer style of pitcher. Neither
above the surface.
To this fasten the
kindly toward the hand that brings timely j would yield in a mere matter of taste, and two minutes, and were generally in sight same answer to a ll-tila t the imeket-bonk
nml aiven us not only a poem of marvel- ire invited fro
j “ straight-edge” perfectly level. Now, by
when they switched in.
• and costly gifts.
i! m realistic description, bnt a.so an mias| looking along the top of this in the direc“ When wo loft D ----- wo wont ahead at anil money was not at all like the descrin- .
Mabel even forgave the old, worn dress, j this was tho beginning of evil.
| tion your ditch is to he dug, you can, by
of.the one
T clay
'I™ T
,,2 ‘‘"
if . typically suggests the
„
• . they
, • had
. lo st-a
c n d then did ot
mnthe”2potter
s hand
since that gray gown was heavy, lustreless j “ Silly?” Yes, it looks wondei fully sil rattling speed, fully believing that the oth- ti.m
to us, but 1 think 1 heard a warm dis- v train would boon time. Nino miles from a little quiet drum ,,,,,,- for trade
driving a stake at a convenient distance,
Of Ml,llI(.’
of Unman life and nature-,he
R U R A L T O P IC ’S.
'1 silk: the thick-quilled cap nifties, India ly
mark exactly the level. By m< t-nring
muslin and thread lace: tin* purple crape j cession only yesterday on tho proper style n ----- js the little village of Parso. There course I had m v prices low. and expatiated I;..v.tl ,t0 „f tl.e whole poem Wine the idea of
from the top of the “ straight- i_rc
IW rittm for the
whs a telegraph station there, hnt the op- on tile merits of the «fOods, for I was de- rhun-o. Tliepotter’s son-, hits of which occuras
' shawl, covered with embroider)*, and tin* j of riding hats for a l.ulv.”
K.litoi
the bottom of the ditch, and then f . in the
Mabel colored to the waves of her dark orator has no night work. Ib* closed his termined that not many people should got frc,,uent refrains, imbues the poem with a human X .J ., for many ye
■while kerchief fastened with one great diaaway
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something,
anil
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it
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appearance
of
abstract
hair
and
tried
to
smile
mark on the line-stake, you can t« 1 exact
office
and
went
home
about
nine
o’clock,
! inond.
the United :
“ They came to a compromise on this and any messages on the wires for him that that something should In* good enough generalization or of merely speculative reflection,
ly how much fall there is and h w deep to
Grandma Jarvis never thought about her
matter agreeing to drink chocolate, in were hold above or below until next morn* and cheap enough to bring them hack The remaining contents of the number, in addition
dig your ditch. By repeating this openxj
clothes
further
than
to
have
them
eomfortA L A R G E L IN E
agai
to the always interesting Editorial Department*,,
ii-'ifc l.u.vr.
j tion at every turn there will be no diftieulig. When 1 sighted this station I
; able and not too outre. She knew vorv place of coffee; but other small dispute
“ Well, sir. to make my story short, are as follows :
rv farmer knows that lim e is m otto/ ! *n ;l^cl‘w:ll*d digging a ditch that wil.
j well the world was like Mabel, and would followed: they all burnt in on grnndmoth- rt»j lantern swinging between the rails.
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he as near a perfect level as the
er’s
mind,
but
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forget
most
of
them.
>
Greatly
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I
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the
| forgive the simple fashion for the costly
Many Leaves and few Grapes, hv Virginia W or that it may he exchanged for money
grade wil' dej'-.ud
I material, and with a certain grim humor, slight and trivial were the matters of dis- heavy train and got a bit of news that al- not put in a claim for it, everyone else Johnson (2 illustrations): Elizabethan ami Latci when properly employed. Thousands o f | sVinces. rcfll,*rcwhoever lost one did; and wlietbc
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J
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upon the land which is to be
farmers
to
make
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solely
from
a
j she always called the diamond pin “ Chari cussion, they grew to actual means of tor- most lifted me out of my hoots. It was im*
English l-unuture,
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by llariiet
Harriet Prescott
Prescott Spofford
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druined. It is best, where tin drain* have
rnent.
God’s merev as plain as tliisbig depot. It
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1 ' (-" illiistnilinnsl: B.ic’; to Hack (oonoln.lcl), bv disregard of making a good use of their
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“ A child was born, and Jonathan in bis was the operator who was swinging the ! 7
V
1 ‘
1 . h 10";- 1,111 F ''"'''1""' i:. K Ilalv; Memory—a poem, by A. .1. ]tor,,,icr; time. Instead of being up early, and see considerable fall, to run thei
“ Tt covers so many of my sins, my
dear,” she said, “ I pass for a woman of sad and sore heart, thought that would | lantern, lie had been aroused from sleep that I sold „,ore goods m Hie two days after Th,, Mi irnpnlilan Xewspaiwr, by tV. II. Ri,li>inS ing that their hired hands are up, and at across the slope, as where th fall is too
a!vertisement appeared titan I had (07 il]n-i i-atioie)'; Moiunmithpoem, bv J. T tending properly to their “ chores,” many great the water often washes away the
sense with ninety people out o f a hundred bring pence, and bis indignant and grieved by tho whistles of a locomotive when there
lone he for in a week, and a larg Fields: Master Hobby’s Romance, by If. H. Hol- He in bed an hour later than they ought: ground from around the tiles.
simply on account of ibis big trinket. It wife hoped it also, for each blamed the oth- wasn't one within ten miles of him. He
HOG MANURE.
blinds them so that they can't see that I am cr, as combatants w ill: but the baby’s eyes beard tin* toot! toot! toot! while he was proportion of the trade then gained n in e ,h li; T>> a Friend who Slept 111—poem, by Edgar and the consequence is. that their hired |
never saw their strife, it died, and the dressing, and all the wav as he ran to the back to n ic again, and my success dates F: rcott: ’flic Man in the Cage, l.y Rchccca help, o r ” the hoys,” get into the habit
^
out of the fashion.”
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to save every parII
Harding
Davis; A Year <f American Travel, by
To-day Mrs. Jarvis had a definite errand hope died with it. Little frets are what station, thinking he had been signaled, from that time. But I have always be- Jessie
of sleeping later than they would, if they , tide of manure from the hog pens, liquid
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“ But how about Hu* pocket-book? ” I in
ord to either. They showed a smiling his head against the window he caught
the young girl, whose color rose to her
jony of I*ara- j ** later than it would he under other cir- ! equal in value about one hundred and sixquired: “ didn't the right man ever turn Blindness?
fair face at the obnoxious name, “ I hear front to the world outside, but grew more these words, as:
cumstances, and we may estimate, at least I tv pounds of common farm-yard manure,
disc Lost, by E. S. Nad.il.
up?”
alienated daily.
“ For God’s , sake, switch the Eastern exyou are going to he married.”
“ Never,” and lie smiled.
The article in A ppleton ' s J»)t nx.vi.for December a half an hour lost daily by tlie whole fami- ft is good for all crops and is es)>ccially
There was no real quarrel, no vital dis press oft* quick. Engineer on the Western
Mabel blushed still more hotly, and
lv. an solely because the overseer of the J suited to fruit trees. Nothing is bet!- ; to
“ You said you found :i pocket-book.” I which will be considered the freshest, and most dis farm lies in bed too late.
cement, but the hourly fret of undiscip- express crazy drunk, and running a mile
looked straight out of the window. The
I preserve its virtues than swamp muck
tinct!)*
a departure from customary magazine
said, trying to see through his smile; “ per
ipatient natures, strong 1 minute
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loss of
of time
time in
in not
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* earth.
...............................
tell-tale pane reflected a knit brow and un lined tempers,
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the result of a colloquy with Daniel Huntington,!
ho in implements in good repair, anti ; floor of the pen at night and cleaning out
“
No.”
ridding, that recognized no duty except as had left D ----- nine miles away, and the
Mrs. Jarvis laughed.
the
venerable
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National
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'n
not
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a
surplus
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hoes,
sliovj
in
the
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after which the
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“ Perhaps there was nothing in it? ” I
owed
to
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message
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have
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anywhere
of Design, in which we have an explanation of I ol** plows, &c., so that if anything gets out be sprinkled again. It is not nlv good
“ You are rather startling, mother.”
“ The end of these things hastened except at Parto. It was time we were there persisted.
Mr.
Huntington’s
method
of
work,
criticisms
on
\
of
order
no
time
n
6cd to he lost, ** Boys, i for the manure but for the swine.
Gener“ I should think the fact was more start
“ <>. yes, there was money in it.”
contempory art, and reminiscences of some of the said one of these time-losing farmers. L p y the hog i»cn is the most offensive -pot
ling than I am ,” dryly answered the old Before the nameless baby slept in its grav lacking one minute. Wc lost two or three
“ IIow much? ”
old artists. The illustrate.! paper of the mini- •• bring out the horses, wc must plow to- on the farm, during the fattening season,
lady. “ I got your note last night, Hetty, a year. father had set out for Brazil in a minutes in understanding the situation and
“ Ten cents.”
called “ The Head-Watersof the Rhine, iday.*’ The horses wero harnessed and | A little dry earth judiciously used every
*nd I made up my mind to come over this m e r c h a n t v e s s e l, l e a v i n g till short adieu consulting, and had just got ready to switch
when the head-light o f the other train came
to h is w i f e :
b scribin'' and pictorial!)* delineating a portion I brought out, anti hitched to the plow, when
morning and sec you about it.”
'
day would dispose of all unpleasant odor*
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*f that fnmouse river far less known than lower jj. was discovered that some of the ironirnv say I lm c emu* South < buftine#**. Me. in view. Great heavens! but how the
“ Yours are the first congratulations, lu You
...........................
|
......................
^ ^ and the
^ ^plow
t had to he
IIOOF ROT IN CATTLE.
tabb*. but you mil* know I -hull i <rm°i»ne 1 .V't i Biiin was living. 'Flic bell was ringing.
rctchcs
of the stream. An important
article, work...............
W;1S broken,
mother. Nobody else knows it.”
I am lin ’d of living in
Will somebenighn being Xplnnetom c: basnl on McUoau's “ Egypt as It I*.” describe^ sent to the village to ho repaired before
"so
f.r/
sparks
flying
and
the
whistle
screaming,
“ The remedy usually adopted is to put a
“ I haven’t congratulated anybody yet,” part with one who r< a M ^ V p i i
Why
a
dog
allwuss
turns
around
three
and
explains
tho
marvelous
progressive
chan
and not a man of us could raise a hand. We
any plowing could he done. If this man rope between the hoofs and saw it back
snapped Mrs. Jarvis. “ 1 never do con well. Your* to conin
JO N A TH A N JA R V IS.
that in recent years have occured within that
stood there on tlie main track, spell-hound times before lie lies down.
* i had owned two plows of each kind used, and forth until the putrid matter is wholly
gratulate anybody till a year after their
Why a horse allwuss gits up oph from ient country. A paper, with the title of “ (
“ Mother was frantically angry at first.
wedding day, and then I don't have to very She raved in her chamber over what she as it were. There wouldn’t have been the ground on his forward feet fust.
I Imagination,” by Junius He...., or the kinds most used, no delay
- would removed and the blood starts pretty freely.
time, anyhow, cither to have switched in
often. I came to say don’t anv of you give
xamples from have occurred; hut the day w:is lost for This is a cruel and inhuman practice. I
Why a cmv allwuss gits up oph from the Browne, illustrated by numer
termed a mortal insult: but. as day after or got the passengers out. It wasn’t over
the child a tea-service. I want to do that
tho great works in literature and art, that ev 1 inv profitable work, and so it is often with would just as soon advice a man to put a
ground
on
her
hind
feet
fust.
day
came
on,
and
her
loneliness
and
weaksixty seconds before that train was upon
firmers who
nianaj that their rope between his toes and saw it back ind
ho do not so manage
myself She’s got my name, and it ought
Why. when a man gits lost in tho woods, the masters do not so much invent as observe—or
I prayed to God for a breath or two.
rather, that observation “ supplements, stimulates work shall, under all circumstances, prog forth until the blood shirts, to cure urns.
to he gilt, or silver, or something, to con n« ss grew over her. she began to see things
losed mv eyes and waited for or on the plains, he allwuss walks in a and strengthens” imagination to a degree almost ress orderly and regularly.
The best remedy is to thoroughly cleanse
sole her for such an old-fashioned appella more honestly: and when news came that
cirkle.
incredible. There is a short story by Rebecca
Again, a serious loss of time occurs by the affected parts with warm watt anil
tion, though she does top and tail it as if the ship had foundered at sen. and all had death, for 1 lmdn the strength to get out
Why a goose stands fu-t on one leg and Harding Davis, and two other stories, by Mrs.
perished, then she was entirely prostrated. ,.f ih«- mb.
it were a goose-berry.”
farmers being always ready to stop their soap and then apply warm tar between the
then
on
tuthcr.
Amelia Barr ami Mr*. Church: several other work, and talk with the neighbors, who hoofs. In very bad cases there wil! be a
•• WVH.’sir, Coil’s mercy wns revealed
“ Oh grandm a!” Mabel turned a pleased As slio tolil me, l,is |nst life lose „|>. lankWhy rabbits have a short talc and kats sketches go to make up the number, living it are
passing along the road. The plowing is large core come out—remove it carefully
and pretty face away from the window in^ lier in the face and strnek her down, j njjai,,. Korlv rods above 'ns that loconio- hav a long one.
a striking variety, one being of the Bermudas stopped, or whatever is being done, and the with the thumb and linger: cleanse the
I was horn after my father's departure tive jumped ' the track and was piled into
now.
another
of the Crimen, and a third of the Rocky events that have transpired in the town. cavity as above with soap and water and
Why
most
all
the
birds
build
their
nests
“ Don't l»e overcome yet. Maybe you’ll and a very lone illness carried her to the the ditch in nn awful mass. Some ol the out ov different materials.
Mountains. Anions the poetical contributors are
State, or United States, for the last month then 111! it with warm tar. Keep the parts
change your mind before the end. M iss. eates of the "rave. She recovered at last. | coaches were considerably bruised, hilt
Y,Thy a hen allwuss knows her little ones R. II. Stoddard l Sidney Lanier. Tlie serial, arc fully discussed. Sometimes two farm- thoroughly tarred even if necessary to use
stern and saddened woman, with only no one was killed, and of course our train
I've got a bit o f advice for you and a prom
i*," is certainly one of the bast
. IO brought
.
. . .
.a .
interest in her life! but she
scaped entirely. Satan must have from another's, and why she will hatch out “ By Celia's AH
ers will meet on tho road, and they must a bandage. Keep the animal in a clean
ise to take first. The advice is. to leave mo up
the year._________
with strictni'c? and cure, tenderly as on red for Big Tom. the other engineer. 12 ducks eggs and then think they are her novc^
oft' the piano for six months and take to
stop their horses, and talk, talk, talk: and ! dry pasture. It is no more liable to affect
PetmwoxS Maoaeim: for December is on our
the kitchen. Men can't live on love and she loved me, and when I was about to take Ho didn't get a bruise, but was up and own chickens.
of no consequence to anybody. Farmers the whole system than any other nicer
Why a bear allwuss kliinbs down a tree table. It has two splendid steel plates, one of all
treat your neighbors civilly, hut don’t 1 When once cured there is no danger of its
waltzes, much less a man of the Seldon my life up for myself, told me this bitter across the field like a deer, screaming and backwards.
j
them
as
beautiful
as
a
poem;
the
other,
an
exquisitory,
and
gave
me
this
ring.”
shrieking like a mad tiger. It took five
tribe. I know 'em.
If he don't have
spend half of your time talking with them, 1 appearing again unless from the *anie
Why
a
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is
speckled,
and
a
ite
title
page;
a
mammoth
colored
fashion
plate:
“ I t l had killed the little foxes, said j men to hind him after he was run down,
good food he’ll sour first, and then he'll
‘ cause.”
a superb colored pattern for a chair stripe, alone because lime is money.
t„.,]:lv ile js t i.: worst lunatic in the duck’s eg^s blue.
have dyspepsia, and there'll he a sound of a she sadly, “ I might to-ilny have a jroodly
Whether a log floats faster in a river than worth the price of the number; and nearly fifty
ONE TI1IXG AT A TIM E.
gong in tops of the mulberry trees; which vineyard of my own. Beware of them state.
the
current
runs
or
not
wood-cuts
of
fashions
and
patterns.
The
stories
.. 'j'otii was a good fellow,” continued
Many farmers are in the habit of making S ts ite m c n ts F ile d a t N o r th lv n o x
things are a figure. But that's the advice.” Hetty. They have spoiled my life.”
Why nn oyster ami a klnm are the only
”.u,hors' a11 powerfnlly writAnd after all, Mabel, my father wns tlie engineer, after a pause, “ and he used
Fair.
“ O grandma! T can make a splendid
things I knoVov with animal life that .lcm:t '« ’■ F°f
™P™™nents w.llbe made. a great fuss over their work, as if they
.
.
,
. . .
! Among these will be a monthly Supplement, con- would accomplish “ wonders:” hut they ef
cake, and ice pmlding, too, and Charlottes, not lost on the wreck. He was picked up t0 take his glass pretty regularly. I never , r?,
a
p!,pcr
„ ,„dy’s, or fect very little, owing to their getting many
by another vessel, and under an assumed s!lw him drunk, but linuo
‘
pior kept
workin have to move out ov their places to git a
just as good ns cross.”
The Secretary forwards us the following
name, lived on in Brazil. In the grasp of
ay on his nerves till at last the tremens !
. . ,
„
. ..
,! child’s 'Ire*., thus giving to every stihscrilier things commenced, and then “ switch off ”
“ Fiddle sticks! You can’t make bread, mortal illness, he wrote to his wife, asking
A\ hv a m ules bones are all solid,
j twthc such patterns, extra,'durius the year. The to something else, without finishing any additional statements filed on articles en
caught him when he had a hundred and
or boil a potato, or broil a steak.”
and giving pardon. It was from him that lift)* lives behind his engine. He broke out their ears twice nz long az a horses.
tcrm8 ure very low, viz: Two dollars a year and thing. That is not the way t«> make mon tered for premium at the Fair in War
“ But anybody can do that.’’
Why a pig gathers straws in his mouth ,jl0 postage pre-paid by the publisher. ’The pri- ey on a farm or unywncrc else, hut you ren :
all her wealth came, but she has never for all of a sudden. The fireman was thrown
Mrs. Lee smiled, and grandma turned a given herself.”
off the engine, all steam turned on, and 1and runs about with them just before a c*es to clubs are cheaper still (postage also pre- should make a-point to finish what you
withering look at Mabel.
O x Corn.
! paid), viz: Three copies for 5*4.80, with a su“ Poor grandma,” sobbed Mabel, “ and then Tom danced and screamed, and car | rain storm.
“ Don’t be a fool! There isn’t one in a I have been so hateful to her ”
Why lightning was never known to perb Mezzotint (21 inches by 20) “ The Angels commence before you go to other work,
J ames T. Creighton—No. 133.—Half acre of
ried on like a fiend. He'd have made aw
hundred can do either, and I doubt if
! of Christmas,” tlie finest and costliest ever offered unless something occurs to prevent your corn; ground broken in the fall of 1876; soil, sandy
•* It will console her for nil your freaks ful work, sir, but for God’s mercy. I’m i strike a beech tree.
you've got brains to: but you might try.” my darling, if you only profit by her pitiful
Why males among the feathered race do to the person getting up the club; or six copies doing s j . You should think ahead, so to loam; depth of plowing 7 inches, cross plowed in
trembling yet over the way he came down
There rose up instantly a mighty resolve story.”
I all the sin<rin<*.
for •’"‘•GiO (postage pre-paid), and both an extra speak, and thus prevent any delays in your May, 1877; harrowed, and furrowed, rows 3 1-2
for us,’and I'll neverthink of it without my
in Mabel’s feminine soul to show grandma
Why nature will allow one cross between ‘‘TY an'1 tllf premium engraving to the person work- For instance, a certain field is to feet; hills K feet, manured with old manure ;
The next time Grandma Jarvis came over heart jumping for my throat. Nobody
IN
Jarvis that she could do more than she gave Mabel greeted her with a stringent hug
planted 17th of May ; hoed twice ; harvested.
sum animals an.l then allow no more.
UP ,,ie cl“b- . h '1' *18? d “ ,s
mces be plowed, in which are clumps of hushes Sept.
27th an<l 28th ; yield 49 1-2 bushels souud
too largo to he plowed up easily with an
her credit for: that she would learn to cook and a heartfelt kiss, not at all of the clam  asked me, to sign the pledge, but I wanted | Why the blak snaik iz the only sn:,ik in ,m' CT1'n loKcr'
my name there. One such night on the
sent, gratis, if written for, to those who wish to ordinary team. Now, before you commence corn, worth 70 cent per bushel, $34.65 ; fodder,
in spite of this discouraging prophecy. It shell order.
:
this
country
that
kan
klimb
a
tree
road has turned me against intoxicating
get up clubs. Address C harles J. P eterson , 306 plowing this field, the bushes should be $3.00 ; making $37.65. Cost of labor, $15 ~
is just possible grandma knew who she was
“Gracious!” exclaimed the old lady, with drinks, and now that 1 have got this red j Where the fly’s all go to when the cold Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
talking to.
cut, then put in a heavy plow, with a double Profit, $22.65.
“ Then, as to the promise. I’m going to drawing herself a little to look at Mabel; ribbon on, I can talk to the hoys with a | weather sets in, and where they all kum
“ T he Action of A lcohol ox th e B ody and team of oxen, if you have them, and plow
On B utter.
send you over a motto—one of those point but she saw the brown eyes fill, and her better face. Tom is raving, as I told you, : from so sudden next summer.
tlie roots, so that when you plow the field
on
tiie
M
in
d
,
”
is
the
title
of
a
new
pamphlet
re
and the doctors say lie’ll never get his ! Why a musk rat’s tale haz no fur on it cently published by the National Temperam no delay may occur.
M rs . S amuel T homas—No. 47.—This
ed gimcracks everybody hangs up every own grew dim.
“ Go along, child,go along!” she growled reason again. Good night, sir—my train ! and a mink’s haz.
where. I don’t know why they call them
This is a mere illustration of how to do was made in August, from the milk of nau .
illuminated. I’m sure, except by the rules under her breath. “ And now you’ve got goes in ten minutes.”
work to the best advantage, in the many cows. The milk was set 24 hours ; skimmed ;
I
5 2 & wnd
egg iz pointed.
of contraries, for they need extra spectacles your lesson, don’t forget it.”
A., M. D.. F. R. S., of England, recently delivered cases that occur on a farm. There is a churned same day ; salted with about one ounce
Thare iz lots of highly eddikated people at Cambridge and at Oxford, and which were great waste of time in going from one job to the pound.
and a calcium light to read them by; but
It would have been hard for Mabel to do
N ote by S ec .—H ow was the butter worked?
you can read mine; I warned off the cur- so, when the exquisitely-wrought tea-set
The Fort Scott (Kansas) Monitor says who won’t beleave the Book of Genesis published by special request, and have had a very unfinished to another: and for this reason
icnes;only promise to read it every morn that adorned her table through all her mar that when M. V . Donley, Superintendent bekause they kan’t prove it. who kan’t an large circulation in the United Kingdom. Dr. you should never call off your hired help
r s . J ohn F oglkr— No. 840. —Salt, 3 cupsful
ing before breakfast, or I can tell you, you ried life bore on every cover the sly and of Bridges on the Fort Scott and L. L. & swer korrectly onc-lhird ov the above ques Richardson is well known as Fellow of the Royal from what they arc doing till they have of M
salt to 121-2 to 13 lbs. of butter. Churn every
College of Physicians, and Author of the six cele done it. The men dislike to work for those
won’t get the tea-set.”
eager head of a tiny fox, and the very G. Roads, fell from the scaffolding at the tions.— Josh Billings.
third day. We make cheese in the hottest part of
brated
Cantor
Lectures,
which
have
had
a
wide
“ Oh, yes, of course I ’ll read it, grandma cream pitcherhad for its handle the slender Marmaton bridge disaster, a distance of
T
i
circulation both iu England and America. These who me in the habit of calling them here the season and no butter at that time.
body of that treacherous animal, its eager sixty-eight feet, he had the presence of mind
—the idea!”
Jesse Pomeroy, the boy mimlerer, scrv- lMt ncw lccturc3 ttrc a,lapl«l for circulation among and there without a good reason, and soon
How worked? S ec.
“ W ell, well, if you rend it, you’ll think head peering over the brim, and its long and almost superhuman nerve, notwith ing a life sentence at the Charlestown, all classes, and should have a wide circulation. lose nil interest in sucli men’s success.
M rs. R. O xton— N o. 505.— This jar of stamped
about it. I ’ll warrant. Now I must go bushy tail curving onward at the base. standing his broken hones and lacerated Mass., State Prison, was detected recently i Bound together in one pamphlet, 12mo, 60 pages, “ One thing at a time, and that well done,”
home and send John over with the things;” Many and many a time, when some trifling limbs, to say: “ F la g N o . I , f o r God's sake in an attempt to cut his way out of the price 20 cents, thick edition, with covers; $15 should bo the farmer’s motto. In all of my ball butter, the milk was skimmed in 24 hours
and, with a frosty little caress on Mabel’s matter irritated her, and a quick and sting boys!" and so saved the express train that cell. He had moved a large stone several! per hundred, thin paper, without covers. Send extensive observations among the farmers after being strained ; cream soured before churn
fair cheek, and a nod to her mother, the ing word rose to her lips, a glance at the was thundering round the curve but half a inches, and would doubtless in a short for it. Address J. N. S tearns , Publishing Agent, of this country, I never saw a really pros ing. Butter washed until the water became
tea-set shut her pretty mouth closely jnst mile away.
perous oue, who did not act on that princi- clear ; salted about one ounce to the pound.
time have been able to effect his egress.
I 5S Reade Street, New York.
old lady went.
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Are at the front again with
the greatest variety of

Fall and Winter

DRESS GOODS
that ever has been dis
played in this city, direct
from New York and Bos
ton Markets.

Desirable Shades.

American 1mMi.

Shawls!
Shawls!

Our line Shawls cannot
bo equaled as to variety of
styles, embracing India,
Broclie, Velvet and Long
Shawls.

Blankets,

F la n n e ls ,
W o o le n s ,
LADIES’, GENTS'
an.cl
CHILDREN’S

Underwear
GREATVARIETY.

Country dealers can
find Goods at O U R
S T O R E at B O S T O N
J O B B E R S P R IC E S .

( ta le s an d S k e tc h e s .

The Portland Advertiser puts it in
I
At the caucus of Republican Senntois
A b ou t T ow n.
I
The Singhi Band are making ample prepaT h oin aston.
V in a I h a v en .
Jrations for their second annual levee on Thanks-----j on Saturday the committee appointed to this w a y : “ Senator Edmunds reported to
Dear Gazette:—After a few months’ silence I
The Thomaston Cornet Band will hold their
Notice . —Thursday of next week being the An- giving evening. The usual bountiful supply of
The great speech of Gen. Garfield of Ohio wait upon the President made its report, the Republican caucus Saturday, that he
again undertake to inform your *ubs;ribere of the
-n y , N ovem b er 2 2 , 1 8 7 7 .
in favor of resumption, iu the nrtional f.om which it appeared that he listened to found the President quite resolved to per nual Thanksgiving, our paper will be put to press refreshments will be provided and the most con- levee at Union Hall on Wednesday and Thursday
evenings, Nov. 28th and 29th. One great at happenings, thc acc’ieuts, incidents, runaways
House of Representatives,last Friday, was an them attentively and was apparently de- form his duty under the constitution, by on Wednesday. Correspondents and advertise! a venient arrangements will be made for waiting
(of men women and horses) dog-fights, rife
traction
that
will
be
offered
on
those
evenings
will
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
able effort nnd furnishes a complete answer sirousof meeting their views, but still clung making the nominations for federal offices w.ll, therefore, please hand in their favors one day t upon customers. The Band will give a promenade
matches, strikes (if we are favored with any)
earlier than usual.
concert for two hours, during which they will per be the entertainment given by the Amateur Dra pilitics, religion, &c., over hereon the island.
to the inflationists and repudiators who are to his right to unconditionally make his ap himself, leaving tho Senate, iu tho exercise
Their appearance on this occasion
BY TH E GOVERNOR.
form some new and choice selections of music and matic Club.
endeavoring to prevent the consummation of pointments. He gave Ids reasons for hav of its proper discretion, to confirm or reject
Most of the city schools close this week,
will warrant a good attendance. The Band have However, items are so scarce around here now,
afterward dancing will begin under the direction
that I fear my articles may appear rather thin,
the specie resumption and a return to the ing appointed Democrats to the Georgia them. After reflecting upon this extraor
The Geo. Berry Engine Co. held a very of an efficient corps of floor manage™. Among been to a great deal of expense during the past
A P R O C L A M A T IO N .
unless fortune favors us with^ Uw-icrape, a
acknowledged currency of the civilized Marshalship nnd the Brazil mission, nnd, dinary state of things, the Senators did not
pleasant sociable last evening.
, the attractions of tho evening will be a grand season in purchasing new instruments, music See.,
and in order to help them out, so to speak, our rusade, or an elopement, or something to set
By the advice of the Executive Council, I do hereby world. It should be read by every citizen. though he assured tho committee that he see anything to do about it, except to mind
Sap* Rev. G. R. Palmer preached at the Firtt Pr*ze an elegant gilt-band China tea-set, and
citizens should all attend their levee and give people to talking.
appoint T h u r s d a y , t h e t w e n ty - n in th d a y o f N o  We would be glad to print it in full, but never meditated wholesale appointments their own business, and the caucus there
a “ guess-pole” to which will be attached a hand
Baptist Church last Sunday morning.
Lane and Libby don’t take much stock in the
v e m b e r, lu s t, a s a d a y o f Public Thanksgiving and lacking space for that purpose, we give the
them material aid.
from this party, he still should not recon upon adjourned. The President's amiable
some parlor lamp to be bestowed upon the person
Praise to our Father in Heaven, for his great goodness
The
Singhi
Band
have
removed
to
the
room
Mr. Paul R. Seavey, 'of Bangor, gave an ad cry of hard times, judging from the preparation
following brief summary of the leading sider his action in these cases. The tone obstinacy is beginning to tell, and the at
whose guess as to the length of the pole is nearest
to the people of this State in the year th at is now closthey are making to carry on the fish buying busi
so
long
occupied
by
the
old
Rockland
Band,
in
dress
before
the
Independent
Reform
Club
on
Fri
i ng. W hile uniting with our fellow countrymen upon points of Gen. Garfield's argument.
of the committee’s report seemed to show tempt to organize the opposition in the Re Custom House Block.
correct. The Band is to parade the streets in full
day evening of last week, The club room was ness next year. They have just completed a large
th a t day, at the invitation of the President of the Uni
First, the general judgment of mankind, that Hie President had gained strength publican ranks is a failure.
uniform on the afternoon of the levee. The hall
te d States, in solemn acknowledgement ©f the Divir
Mr. A. J. Eugley fell from a stagiug yester should be full at this entertainment, for the Baud well filled, and Mr. Seavey’s remarks were lis building on the east side of the harbor, near the
the almost ununimons conviction of every with its members.
favor wherewith our land has been blest, let the peace eminent writer on political economy, the
F o rty -liftli C ongress.
tened to with a great deal of interest and attention. old “ Hopkins” wharf, which premises they have
day, but sustained no injury beyond wrenching deserve it.
and prosperity and exemption from every ill which ouj opinions of all the founders of this govern
In the Senate, Wednesday Nov. 14, the his ankle.
On Saturday evening he lectured in Union Hall leased for a terra of years. Their business, in
State has enjoyed in a marked degree, be specially re ment, of every president and secretary of the
iSsF" The meeting of the Reform Club last Sab
connection with that of Mr. Swift, who has leased
House bill making appropriations for the
L etter from G reece.
membered before Him with reverent thanks and glad treasury, and of every public man up to
5®** Rev. G. W. Bieknell, of Portland, will bath was very interesting. Rev. Mr. Palmer to a very good audience. Those who were pres
support of the army was reported with
ent
speak in terms of praise of Mr. Seavey’s ef the wharf privilege on Lane’s Island and who in
ness. May the hearts of all be moved to make this 18G1, were agreed that any good currency
amendments. Tlie clause is entirely omit preach at the Church of Immanuel next Sunday opened with remarks upon the seductive power of
customary service an earnest offering of gratitude and must have a specie basis and he convertfort, and say that his lecture was productive of a tends to buy fish by the cargo, will begiq to show
ted which provided that four cavalry regi afternoon and evening.
A thens , Oct. 19,1817
wine, suggested by the “ color in the cup.” How large amount of benefit to the cause of temper an opening for the many who are sick and tired
devotion, and an occasion for befriending those who able into coin. Second, when the green
uients should he recruited to the full force
j£2?“Subscribers on either of our carrier’s routes beautiful pictures of grapes are ofteu seen in
are in need.
Greece is associated in the miuds'of all with the of 1200 men each, and kept in service on
backs were issued in 18G2, It was distinctly
ance. A member of the Thoinaston Reform Club of the granite business, and who wish to return
Given at the Council Chamber, at Augusta, this declared by all who voted to issue them glory of her philosophers, her sculptors and her the Texas frontier, but that the total num who fail to receive their papers promptly, will saloon windows. He illustrated by relating the
to their old vocation of “ following the sea ” and
eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord
confer a favor by reporting the fact at the office. following fable:—There was an Arab that had furnishes us with an additional report of Mr. Sea enjoying that liberty which is as free as thc- air we
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, that the step was justifiable only ns a ne poets and it would he a pleasing task to the writer ber of men on the army rolls should not
vey’s effort in this village, which we subjoin.
and of the independence of the United Suites of cessity of war, and that as soon :is possible to treat of these classic themes; but the events exceed 20,000. The committee recommen
breathe, and which their forefathers cherished as
C5P* Dr. O. Fitzgerald, the clairvoyant physi the devil for his servant ; nnd when his services
America the one hundred and second.
after theyvar was over they should be re of to-day crowd out to some extent the renown of ded instead that tho cavalry regiments cian, will be at the Thorndike Hotel oil the 24tb, terminated, the devil begged the privilege of kiss He says:—
their most sacred birthright.
SELDEN CONNOR.
Mr. Paul R. Seavey lectured, or rather as h(
deemed ; and even as late as 1865 Congress,
maybe recruited to 100 men in each com
By the G overnor:
A little daughter of Horace Paige fell down
S. J . C hadbourne , Secretary of State.
with but six dissenting votes, reiterated the past, and he who walks the streets of her cities pany and a sufficient number employed ou for one day only, where he will attend to patients. ing the shoulders of his master. The request was termed it, delivered a few rambling remarks, be
granted,but out of the spots where the devil’s lips fore the Thomaston Reform Club on Sunday after stairs with a little child iu her arms a few days
this declaration. Third, the almost unani is impressed with scenes which the living and ex the Texas frontier. The committee pro
C5T Subscribers in arrears who wish to help us
ago,
breaking her wrist, and sustaining other in
citing
present
call
to
view.
Just
now
the
promi
mous
opinion
of
the
British
House
of
Com
had
touched,
sprang
fiery
serpents,
which
ever
pose
to
cut
off'$50,000
in
the
item
for
tho
f y Many of the citizens of Saco arc
noon last at the Baptist Church. Tho weather
to be “ thankful ” next Thursday will contribute
mons and of English economists was at the
petitioning the legislature to aholisli the time, and is now, that the English resump nent feeling here'is that called up by the existing conversion of smooth-bores to rifled can materially to that end by forwarding the amounts darted their fangs into thc breast of their suffer was rather unpropitious, and there was not so juries, though not of a serious nature. The little
child was not hurt.
I war. Greece is making active preparations to take non, and 850,000 in the amount for hospit
ing
victim.
It
was
agony
to
tear,
them
away,
board of Common Coimcilmen and vest tion act of 1819 was a blessing to that coun
large an audience as wc should like to have seen,
due us.
There is some excitement going around on ac
part in the conflict during the coming Spring. als. Various resolutions and bills were
and death to let them remain. So the devil of
the government of that city in a mayor try, and that the corn-law caused the troubpresented, including one to allow Indian*
^g^-The number of persons who came to the intemperance offers his enchauting kisses to many but those who were present listened attentively to count of the refusal of the Selectmen to lay out a
les
of
Great
Britain
in
1820-2.
Fourth,1
0n
,hc
boat
from
NaP,es
was
a
larEe
shipment
of
to
become
citizens
of
the
United
States
his remarks, which were uttered in an earnest
and seven Aldermen, We are inclined to
certain road asked for by the B. G. Co. It did
France has pursued precisely tho same j horses and mules; in tho harbor of Pireus were In tho House nearly tlie entire session was hall last Thursday evening, to listen to Miss of our land.
and feeling manuer. Mr. Seavey is not a profes
think this plan of municipal government course as is provided by our resumption three large iron-dads; iu the streets of Athens are
not appear to the Selectmen to be a necessary
devoted to a discussion of the resumption Cowell’s second reading, was so small that tie
Brother Perry doubted thc propriety of giving
sional lecturer, but came down from Bangor at
is a wise one.
act in bringing that country successfully i to be seen companies and regiments of volunteers, repeal act, speeches being made by Hep- reading was not given.
evil, so they acted upou their dignity. But rumor
a signature to the pledgo in advance of thc mental
the request of the Reform Club, for the purpose o^
hack to a specie basis. Fifth, the foreign morni
and night is heard the sound of presen tatives Felton, Chittenden, Town
says that one of the Company has declared that he
gggp* A proposition will be acted on m L'ayson resolve. He also presented some radical views in
.
..
,
, .
, , , a.
trying to raise fresh interest in the cause which
send, Ilardenburg and others.
[y I’erley telegraphs the Boston Journal trade of the united States is hfteen hundred
will have a road near there iu spite of the land
million dollars annually, and as it must all 'h<> hugie. Already she has one hundred thouIn the Senate, Thursday, Nov. 15, peti Lodge next Monday evening to increase the quar regard to our treatment of those who forfeited any seems to have been somewhat on the wane for the
that if by any chance the hill making silver be carried on the money of the world (gold) - salvl volunteers and by Bpring will have two hundtion of 45 national banks of Boston, against terly dues of members to 50 cents for gentlemen claim to our attention. This brought several to past six months. He is a fluent speaker, and we owners ; so if that is the case there may be
an unlimited legal tender, should reach the it is disastrous tons to maintain a different j red thousand soldiers ready for the field. While the remonetization of silver was presented and 25 cents to ladies.
some fun out of it before it is settled.
their feet, iu a lively debate conceruiug Christ’s
hope his coming will have the desired effect, aud
White House, tticre is good autliority'for value standard. Sixth, it is rank injustice I am writing this lotter a dispatch comes that the and referred. The Senate passed, without
Yours as ever,
T itus .
37* The extension of the gas main over the hill law of charity, “ seventy times seven.”
that the Club will once more rise to the flourishing
saying that the President will veto it. It to the plow-holder and laborer to compel j Russians have gained a great victory. Greece de- discussion, the navy deficiency bill, and al on Masonic street is quite a difficult and expensive
r^TThe adjourned meeting of the Rockland condition it was in last winter. We hope to hear
tliem
to
accept
a
currency
less
valuable
so
the
army
appropriation
bill,
tlie
clause
is conceded that the bill will not be acted then we have agreed to pay and are paying,i sires the possession of her old limits of Thessaly
job,
much
of
the
excavation
being
through
solid
Warren.
Literary Association was held at the office of T. P. Mr. Seavey again under more favorable circum
reducing the number of enlisted men to
upon by the Senate until tile regular session. the bond-holder, and less valuable than the j a n ^ Ep,rua autl tempting an opportunity to re 20,000 being stricken out, and an amend ledge.
Pierce, Esq., last evening. There was a good at stances.
On Tuesday morning, Mr. Charles B. Watts, of
cover them will not be allowed to pass unimproved ment adopted fixing it at 25.000. In the
In the meantime, the unmistakable oppo laborer of other countries is receivin
The members of the Thomaston High School this town, rose at the usual time and went to the
$£2^“*The Methodist ladies are to have a “ soc- tendance and the Association made choice of the
informed that her wealth is great and that House, nearly all the session was consumed
sition of the enlightened public sentiment and it is our duty to bring the greenback 11
held a masked party at the hall of W. W. Rice barn to attend to his morning work. After about
iuble” at their vestry this evening, with refresh following officers:
against it, is having a weakening effect on to par by the only possible way. Seventh, i the inducements are such that the unanimous feel in the discussion of tlie bill to repeal the ments, readings, declamations and music. Ad
Engine Co., on Friday evening of last week, at an hour he returned to the house and found his
G. W. K imball , J r ., President.
it is the speculators and debtors who bought i ing of her one million five hundred thousand in- resumption act, in which Messrs. Eames
its friends in Washington.
which they had a very pleasant time.
E. R. S pe a r , Vice President.
wife missing, she having made none of the usual
property on spec dution, that are to be i habitants is for war. One can not help having of R. I., Hubbell of Mich.. Kelley of Pa., mission fee 10 cents.
Thc entertainment given by the Methodists on preperations for the morning meal. She had left
benefited by repeal of the resumption act;
T. P. P ierce , Rec. Secrelarg.
and Hanna of Ind. participated.
KST* Capt. S. T.^Conary, recently pilot on the
Tuesday passed off very successfully. They will a letter to her husband, in which she bade him
j y Advices from Texas state that several while the laborers who are rarely ever in j sympathy for this nation. Her ancient prestige,
In the Senate, Friday, Nov. 16, nearly
Z. P ope V ose , Cor. Secretary.
give another before the close of the year.
hands of Mexican Indians have recently debt, the depositors in Savings Banks, the j the memory of her great of old, the indebtedness all the time was devoted to?a discussion of Ulysses, has been appointed captain of the steam
L. W eeks , Treasurer.
good-bye and gave directions about her two chil
men of small means who have protected i which the whole civilized world owes to her for her the resolution for the appointment of a er “ Hurricane.” Capt, Sam. is a good fellow and
A petition is in circulation for thc re-appoint dren and other matters.
crossed the frontier into Texas, and boast their family by life insurance, the farmers, Ilavish product of heart and intellect, all conspire committee to investigate certain alleged
D. N. M ortland , )
,
a master of seamanship.
Emv. S pragoe, <
alt
ment of Post Master Willis, which is being freely
Thc alarm was at once given and soon a large
o f the cruelties which they intend to inflict and the great body of citizens dependent; w;sh for Her undertakings a favorable issue,
discrepancies in the accounts of the Treas
C. G. MoFrrrrj 5
'
CSsTThe second number of the Young People’s
signed by our citizens. Mr. Willis has been post number of people began an earnest search for the
upon captives. Gen. Old is in pursuit of on regular industries, will suffer if the re
But I will leave Greece for a while to speak of ury department. The debate was pending Comrade will be issued about the 20th of Decern
These officers constitute the Board of Managers master at this place for the last four years, and missing woman, which was continued through the
peal
of
the
resumption
act
is
carried
|
at
the
hour
of
adjournment.
In
the
House
them, and part of tlie|intended cruelties
through. Eighth, the charge that exces- j Athens. It was strange to me when reading in a the anti-resumption bill was further con her. About 11,000 single specimen copies of the of the Association. It was voted that the Mana lias proved himself to be an excellent official, be day. She was traced on the road from Warren to
may fall upon themselves. Advices from sive contraction and nn inadequate supply j Su"
K*e book, “ The Depot is at the foot of the street sidered, an evening session being held for first number have been sent out to all parts of the gers be instructed to ascertain how many citizens ing always courteous aud obligin'
Beech Woods and at Willis’s Corner she took the
' of Hermes near the Temple of Theseus.” In this debating the question.
Mexico state tiiat Gen. Trevino has recent- of currency caused the business depr
Speeches were
will subscribe to a course of seven lectures and a
untry.
Mr. William A. Campbell has moved the house road across by the old grist-mill nr d thtnea to
)y been sent to the Bio Grande to assume s 'on- is shown to be untrue by tile fact sentence are tho evidences of two great and dis made by Messrs. Garfield, Buckner, Hew
musical entertainment at $1.00 for the course. formerly owned by Mrs. Hannah Copeland from
1 1 lit.*,
Iin
a, 11865
Q/7m was
n ..I
....a , w
* IA
Morse’s Corner. Here she seems to have gone
Messrs. Shaw Bros, have removed the
that
the
currency
about
8740,itt,
Hart
and
others.
The
deficiency
aptinct ages—the age of mythology and fable, of
command, and Mexicans declare that then
The managers appointed a sub-committee to carry its location on Wadsworth street, up on to Kossuth
across the pastures to the county read between
| 000,000. in 1873 about 8750,000,000 and is
agency of the Singer Sewing Machine to a spa
priation bill was reported and referred.
must be no more invasions of their territory | to-d.iv under tile free hankin'w law 8727,- temple worship, and the age of steam. The tit pot
On Saturday, Nov. 17, the Senate was cious room in the rear of Palmer’s jewelry store, out this instruction, who have prepared subscrip street in rear of the store of E. L. Dillingham & Rockland aud Thomaston, coming out near Cobb’s
and
the
Temple
of
Theseus
!
What
an
anacliron.
under any pretext.
000,000: whereas in 18G0, in a period of
not in session. In the House the army bill which they have fitted up very neatly. See ad- tion papers ,_and all who will subscribe for course Co.
store. Thence she must have gone to South Thom
tickets at $1 eaeh, are requested to call at Spear’s
—
■
| tlie highest prosperity, it was, including ism ! The depot and the street of Hermes ! The was reported back with the Senate amend
Capt. Fred. W. Stackpole has purchased the aston, some say to Owl’s Head. In the evening
,
. ! two hundred millions of coin, only 8407,- depot the scene of bustling and hurry, of baggage ments. The amendments reducing ap ertisement.
or Andrew’s bookstores and leave their names be dwelbng house formerly occupied by Mrs. Henri
she was discovered on the road from So. ThomaaThe taking of Kara by storm by die [ ooo.ooo. Ninth, nil tho evils of'resump- and tickets, and porters and cabs,—Hermes, the propriation for expenses of commanding
Mr. John T. Berry, 2d, who has been
fore Dec. 1st. If the public show they want thc lec etta Prince.
ton to Thomaston, by a gentleman who had been
Russians, would seem to decide the fate of tion have already been experienced; and
messenger of the Gods, the winged Mercury who general’s office from 83000 to82500—strik fa Lag health for a year or two, died at his resi tures on these remarkably low terms, the Associa
Only
slight
repairs
were
made
on
the
Thoinas
notified to look out for her. He followed her be
ing out the clause for four full cavalry dence, ou Elm street, yesterdaj' afternoon.
the Turks. The capture of Erzeroum must now to go back and go over them agaii flew through the air on his errand of peace or i
tion will provide them.
ton Toll Bridge.
yond the Mill River bridge and then drove ahead
follow and if Plevna, with Osman Pasha’s just as we are read}’ to reap the blessing With such an overthrow to all my ideas of Athens, regiments to be kept on the Texas frontier B. was a worthy citizen and had long been eu—strikingout $50,000 for convertingsmoothwould be a great and irreparable calamity
S u n d a y a t t h e C h u rc h e s .
J. O. Cushing & Co. are discharging a load of of her and notified Mr. J. B. Waits of Thomaston
forces in European Turkey shall be cap Tenth, resumption January 1st, 1879 isfea- of her antiquity, I was not to be surprised by any borecannon into rifles, and striking out the giged in trade in this city.
C ongregational , M ain S t .— The pastor, Rev. coal at Central wharf.
(a brother of the lady’s husband), who had been
tured, Turkey must be obliged to sue for sible, r.s we already have 860.000,000 of other contrasts. Socrates might have appeared House proviso to cut the army clown to 20,The army of tramps is already descendin] J. J. Blair, preached from John x v i: 23. Sub
A kiln of lime has been burnt from the rock prosecuting the sear ;h. Two ladies of Mr. W.’s
peace on Russia's terms. The Russians the hundred or at most hundred and fifty j to me in the dress of a modern gallant ; Plato 000 and leaving it 25,000 it* before, were upon us and drawing strongly upon the rations of
ject, “ Prayer.” God and the Holy Spirit
taken from the quarry of Mr. Thorndike, recent household immediately started and met Mrs. W
have accomplished enough already to make llmt will make resumption easy ami safe; mi ,lt have „ppearej in the company of a moJcl.„ iopted. The latter amendment was con codfish and hard-bread dispensed at the “ city
many Christians almost mythical persons,or influ ly opened on the new road to Rockland. Mi and endeavored to persuade her to come home
and the Secretary o f the Treasury says he .
.
.
.
..
,
. , curred in hy a vote of 134 to 130. A new fi
their first season's campaign a triumph, but can continue to accumulate five millions a Amencan ‘"terv,ewcr- No more to be surprised, nanciul bill was introduced by Mr. Stephens hotel.” That institution has been lodging all the
ences, or forces. There souls rest securely only in Fess. Allen, who inspected the lime, says it is of with them, but she refused, evidently being de
they are evidently determined to complete month without an}- difficulty; and the bal- ■
in just the right condition to appreciate and of Georgia. The House went into Commit way from three to eight for several nights past.
Christ. He is real and apprehensible,
excellent quality.
termined to return home.
the discomfiture of the Turks and finish \ !l *o f trade to the extent of two hundred enjoy those things which iu Athens are not de tee of the Whole ou the Paris Exposition
A beautiful lot of antique pottery is ottered for
5^°* We present in our advertising columns authorized in taking his Galilean manner of ans
Mr. Watts meantime had harnessed his horse
pendent upon association, bur which in themselves bill, but no action was reached.
the war before the new year if possible. millions a year is in our favor.*’
wering petitions as illustrative of the Divine sale by Mr. C. Sumner, at his jewelry store, Lev- and overtook the ladies and took Mrs. Watts in
the
official
report
upon
the
condition
of
the
New
In
the
Senate,
Monday,
Nov.
19,
it
was
are intrisically valuable and have allied to them
The prospect is now much in their favor.
method
of
answering
prayer
in
all
ages.
And
ensaler
Block.
Those
who
are
desirous
of
securing
and carried her home. She had traveled a long
York Life Insurance Company. It will be
selves the graudest associations. The Acropolis, voted to recede from sucli amendments to
A ii In te restin g and S in g u la r Case.
the army appropriation bill as were non that this company is in excellent standing, with the instruction thus given is peculiar because patterns for this fashionable ornamentation will distance, over twenty miles certainly, during the
the Areopagus, the Pynx. I specify these hills
prayer enters largely into human experience aud do well to look at these.
day, and a pair of new rubbers which were on
immense surplus. The report speaks fo
A friend of ours, who is a very intelli- because of their generally known history. Upon concured in by the House and the bill was
fcgr* A man named Jam es Savage, about
then passed and goes to the President for
because we should not pray even in our most
The bark Kate Harding, Capt. Frank Watts1 her feet were worn through.
sixty years o f age, living on a litle farm gent and perfectly reliable gentleman, well the Acropolis is the Parthenon, the work of the his signature. Thc Senate then resumed self.
perative needs unless we had some faith in the ef of Thomaston, bound from London to the United
There
was
a
good
company
present
at
tlie
Mrs. Watts, who is a daughter of Mr. fra
near Belgrade depot, while on a drunken known to many of our readers, has written immortal Phidias; below this and at a little dis- the consideration of the resolution of Mr.
ficacy of prayer. All praying is not prayer. Rhap States, is reported to have mot with a serious ac Brewster of Camden, is a very estimable lady,
spree, horribly beat and killed his wife on us the following letter, with permission to tance to the right the Areopagus, where stood Davis of Virginia from the eommiitee of levee of the Universalist ladies, last evening, and
sody,
revery,
desire,
ma
3
*
be
joined
with
prayer,
cident
by
reason
of
eollesion
in
the
river
Thames.
plesaant
time
was
enjoyed.
The
tables
wer
very energetic and efficient also. She had suf
Thursday afternoon of last week. Both he | make public the facts detailed, if we should Paul when preaching to the Athenians, nnd the live to inquire into alleged discrepancies
in the Treasury Department, which was! abundautly supplied and the dancing was much but are not prayer. In its religious aspect,
The following verses, written by a Knight of fered of late with some trouble about her head,
nnd his wife were addicted to drink, and think them of sufficient interest. We Pynx, from the arena of which Demosthenes agreed to, after some discussion. The bill
enjoyed by those who participated. The net pro prayer is simply asking God for what we want. the Broad Axe, have been handed to us for publi which doubtless produced a temporary aberration
had previously had frequent quarrels when1 iprint the letter entire, just as we received hurled forth his terrible Phillipics. Standing up to enable Indians to become'citizens was ceeds were not far from $ 100.
This is sometimes forgotten and the decoration of cation. They have a local application,which some of intellect, under the impulse of which she wan
Savage was in liquor. lie was not, how- it. The writer vouches for it as a simple on the steps the of Parthenon, and looking towards taken up, pending discussion upon which
prayer arc substituted for it. Prayer is not an ar will appreciate :
dered away. She was comfortable Wednesday
SSF* The levee of the children’s “ Helping bitrary requirement, nor au acquired art. Crea
ever, regarded as a dangerous man. lie I narration of actual facts and experience the city—these hills are in the southern part of the the Senate went into Executive session and
and it is hoped may soon fully recover. The
In the I f e r a ! d of recent date,
city—one sees on the right the mountain of Ily- then adjourned. In the House all the time Baud ” connected with the First Baptist church,
was allowed to attend the funeral o f his ( and the mental phenomena it record
W as mentioned a moddler o f renown
tion signifies afinity and dependence and prayer
was
spent
in
Committee
of
the
Whole,
up
community
were much gratifi d to be relieved of
on Tuesday evening, at the chapel, was well at•eputation gres
mettos, famous for its honey; on the front the
the divine necessity of the soul. One may live
on the Paris Exposition bill, Messrs. Ilewwife on Saturday and seemed much af- certainly sufficiently curious to demand at
the serious apprehensions which were felt when
Pentelicon; on the left the plains of Attica, ett, Monroe, Crapo, Harrison and others tended and was an entire success. A11 the re prayerless for a score of years, but put him iu
fected. lie was arraigned before Judge tention
it was known she had left her home.
All are architects of late,
Turn now and stand'on the southern steps and speaking in favor of the bill and Messrs. freshments and fancy articles were sold and about sudden peril, where no human aid can avail :
True of Augusta, pleaded “ not guilty,1*and
W orking in the yards o f Sam,
$50 were taken.
one looks toward _the sea. Here is kSalamis, the Cox, Mills and others against it.
Some with nnwtdve heads and grei
So. T iiomaston , November 20th, 1877.
then the silence is broken. The rusty hinges turn
his counsel waiving examination, he was
Some
with
heads
like
the
ram.
In
the
Senate,
Tuesday,
Nov.
21,
the
W a s h in g to n .
scene of the naval battle with Xerxes; here Egina
The Steamer Engine Company are to hold and the door of his heart opens to God aud lusty
committed to jail to await his trial at the! Tothe Editor of the Gazette
bill to enable Indians to become citizens
A most serious accident happened to Barak
In reading an article entitled “ A Modern here the coast of Argolis—such a view, grand was postponed, after discussion, until their annual levee on Christmas evening and are is his call upon his Maker. We dissipate thc
March term of Court. E. F. Pillsbury,
and beautiful, of mountains, sea and plains sel- the 10th of December. A resolution dis preparing some novel and unusual attractions. benefits of prayer by formality, absence of desire,
Mears, Tuesday afternoon, while he was aiding
Rip Van Winkle,” in last week’s Gazette, I
Esq., is his counsel.
tho Mears Bros, in repairing their mill. An ex
reminded of a recent and singular experience o f; dora is offered to .one. Looking a little to
charging the elections committee from the Among them is a new pantomime,* which will af undue length, want of directness and simplicity,
tensive enlargement Is being placed at the south
my own, which in some respects resembled that Iright l see the Temple of Theseus, yet in a state further consideration of the credentials of ford au immense amount of amusement. Look out and praying at God.
ern end of the mill, which is directly over a large
EF* That wc regard a thing as wonder- of
Fraser. I was aerating a neighbor in put- of good preservation. Below me, just across the M. C. Butler, senator-elect from SouthCaro- for this entertainment.
The influence of prayer is two-fold, acting di
bed of rocks, aud while men were at work there,
ful or incredible does not depend so much ting some paper on the outside of his house, prior 1road, a cavity in the rock which is pointed out as lina, excited considerable discussion, tho
rectly upon God and upon man. He who prays,
subject not being disposed of at tlie hour of
5r"Tke schooner Eureka, of Providence, from
Mr.
Minrs stepped upon a misplaced plank, which
upon its inherent improbability, as upon to putting ouclapboards. I remember going to my the prison of Socrates. Still farther to my right adjournment. In the house, the Paris Ex
needs not to have the usefulness aud help of pray
Philadelphia
for
Yarmouth,
N.
S.,
and
command
gave way. precipitating him down a distance o
the fact of its being new to us. It is cer- j friend's houso about half a mile from my own; are two tombstones upon a little mound of earth position bill was passed by a vote of 139 to
er pointed out. He who prays not, would not be
Ami make her sharp nnd flat,
ed
by
Capt.
J.
A.
Clifford,
of
Owl’s
Head,
sprang
Unlike
the
birch
canoe.
twenty
feet among thc rocks, striking upon his
t iinly no more wonderful that a singer in that he came out and made some remark about which mark the place where Sophocles laid the 124. The main features of the bill, as
convinced if an angel spoke to him. He must first
aleak last Saturday and filled aud sank at about
feet. He was attended by Dr. Gammen, who did
Boston Music Hall should be distinctly its being rather windy to work. The next thing scene of his EJipas Coleueus. Below me. still on passed, provide for the nppoinment of a
In the older days o f Art,
pray and then understand. “ If any man wifi
7
P.
M.,
when
about
twelve
miles
S.
W.
of
Monhecommissioner-general
at
a
salary
of,
85000
Others
built
with
greatit;st
cure,
all in his power for the suffering man. At this
heard by an audience gathered in New I remember I was at home, with the room filled the right, lies the plain of Attica crowned with its
do my will, “ said Christ,” he shall know of uiy
Eueli minute and unseen part,
and twenty commissioners at a salary of gan. Capt. Clifford, with his crew, took to the
For the Samuel’s see everywhere.
writing (Wednesday noon), Mr. Mears is comforta
doctrine.”
York than that an acorn should germinate with friends, and soon became conscious that my olive groves:
81000 each. Two honorary commissioners
ble. He is a son of the ringing Rev. George Z
Walking this morning, along Jthe road leading from each of the States of the Union, nomi boat and after nine hours, reached Owl’s Head,
Stephen, we will do our \vork as well.
M ethodist , Unio n St.—Rev. G. R. Palmer,
and produce an oak; but while everybody head had been injured, and felt a reserve about
at
4
o’clock
Sunday
morning,
where
they
landed.
Moth
tlie
seen
and
the
u
Mears.
Pastor. The discourse was upon “ Memory,”
lms been familiar with the latter fact in mi- j IalkinS for fear
conversation would not be. or from the city to Eleusis, I passed many men clod nated by the governors thereof, and twenty
Make the house where Fr ed i- to dwell.
four
additional
honorary
commissioners
in
the
quaint
Albanian
costume,
whose
graceful
Police
matters
are
rather
quiet.
Several
A large tumor was successfully removed from
showing the remarkable power and duration of
ture, the first named achievement of science had not been, well regulated. In fact, I felt as i
the shoulder of Mrs. E. G. Webber, on Tuesday
somnambulist npght who had awakened to a con gait and fine looking faces recalled many things are to be appointed,without compensation, cisesof drunkenness aud disturbance have been memory, and how it will affect our future happi
*'ow then build her strong
would have been pronounced incredible by
and
thc
President
is
authorized
to
assign
Thc*
former
nrchbonrd
or
forenoon, by Dr. J. D. Montgomery, of Jefferson,
sciousness that he had been talking in his sleep, which I had read of Grecian form and features* one or more government .vessels for the disposed of before the Police Court and one tramp ness. There is weighty responsibility attending
*a*ten through, firm and s
ninety-nine persons out of every hundred a
For the wngen we s h a ll»
assisted by Dr. Eveleth, of Waldoboro’. Mrs.
,
. . . " ‘ " and might have said some foolish thing. The In this laud whose every mountain and pli
transportation, free of cost, of all articles who had been three times in the lockup was yes- so high au endowment. A single word or act may
Now, however, what the tele -1
...
,
year
Webber was etherized and the surgeons were less
stage on which we were at work, gave way, it bay and sea is filled and crowded with associa offered for exhibition by the citizens of the t:rday sentenced to thirty days in jail, the sen be restored iu thc far future to give us joy, or
phone has already accomplished makes us secmsowing t0 apieceof cro8s.grained joist break. tions grand and inspiring, one might spend long United States. One hundred and fifty tence beiug suspended till this morning, to allow pain.
than an hour in the full performance of the opera
C am den.
chary to dispute anything that may be ing Tbe supposition is that I fell with the stage, months of profitable and plaasant wanderings, thousand dollars is appropriated to meet him thc alternative of taking himself out of this
tion. Great praise is given for the superior skill
F irst B aptist , M ain S t . —Mr. Chase preached
usiness.—There is to be a lobster canning fac exhibited by both surgeons.
claimed to be possible and practicable in thoughi as the paper we worf os!ng flcw jn mv and leave, like myself, only sorry that I cau see the necessary expenses.
municipal jurisdiction, if he chose to avail last Sunday evening from Psalm LV.: 6—“ O
•bis .direction. Our grandfathers would fr:cnj-a hc0< hs could not telI how , „ ached thc no more.
W. E. S.
Notwithstanding the prevalent cry of “ hard
himself of it.
that 1 had icings like a dove ! fo r then would 1 tory in this village, the buildings on Fernald’s
T h e C a p t u r e o f K a r s — Despatches un
Point having been rented for that purpose. The times,” the farmers and others, in this vicinity^
huve pronounced it wildly impossible that ground_ lie says I got up from the ground, ami
Capt. A. K. Spear is greatly improving the fly away and beat rest." The son ows of Da
der date of last week to the London Daily (pa
business will commence next season.
are
as comfortably situated as heretofore at this
their descendants should l>e able, at a trif-1went immediately to work puttiug up the stage
vid
were
described.
Because
of
these
he
uttered
corner
store
in
Spear
Block.
He
has
put
in
W ouldn ’t R eciprocate .— The following, which
D. Knowlton & Co. arc putting in a run of seasou of the year. The needful preparations for
the words quoted. What did he mean? 1. The
ling cost, to cause a written message to a and hurryingW\m with great energy,—this being wc find iu thc Fairfield Chronicle, is so neatly pers give the following account of the cap handsome plate glass windows, including one
stone at their factory for grinding plaster. A car winter are being made by them, proving that
ture
of
this
important
Turkish
stronghold.
dove
is
an
emblem
of
beauty.
Note
her
plumage
friend a thousand or three thousand miles , thc only odd feature about my actions; that in a done and has so wide an application outside of
the Park street side, and the interior will be
go of rock is now being discharged for this pur- they are not unmindful of the certain changes in
away to be placed in that friend's hand few moments I passed my hand over’my forehead, Somerset County, that we transfer it to our col The battle lasted from Saturday* evening handsomely fitted up and occupied by Mr. F. R. and form. The dove brought the olive leaf to
. Farmers will be benefitted by this new en the seasons.
till 8 o’olock on Sunday morning. The Spear as a first-class crockery and glass-ware Noah. The dove was offered by the poor in sacri
within a few minutes of time. Most pco saying I was somewhat confused, but would be alj umns.
terprise, as it will enable them to obtain an excel
despatches sa y :
Social gatherings are getting quite numerous.
store—oue of the very few branches of business,by fice. The Holy Spirit descended on Jesus like a
pie, even a few years ago, would have right soon. He however prevailed on me to go
lent
fertilizer near at home.
He was the manager of a church fair, and one
A very pleasant evening was passed at the resi
The fortress and city of Kars, with 3000 the way, which do not appear to be overdone here. dove. We are commanded to be harmless as
thought it an incredible tiling that a draw into the house, where I shook hands with every morning he walked iuto the newspaper office and
A.
B.
&
II.
Gould
are
improving
and
develop
cannon,
stored
ammunition,
cash,
etc.,
has
dence of B. P. Upham on Monday. His friends
doves. David thus, with every Christian, longed
ing or a manuscript letter could lie repro one who came in; and if one went into an adjoin said : “ Want an item this morning ? ” and the fallen into the hands of the Russians. The
Schooner David Ames, Ames, of this port,
ing a shoddy machine with fair prospects of sue called to see him before his departure for Cali
duced in f a c sim ile, by the telegraph, but ing room, and returned in a moment, they were editor said, •* Of course,” whereupon the visitor Turks lost 5000 killed and wounded, 10,000 with coal, from Philadelphia for Portland, ran for beauty of soul, i. e. for purity. 2. The only
fornia, whither he is shortly going for a visit to
laid upon the table the following :
safety
from
danger
to
the
dove
is
inflight.
David
greeted
as
if
I
had
not
seen
them
for
months.
My
prisoners
and
many
flags.
The
Russians
this wonderful invention has becnachieved.
ashore ou Wednesday night of last week, on thc
T. R. Simonton, Esq., has purchase.! the tele his son. Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Staples entertained
“ The ladies of the----- street church will give
wanted to flee from sin. This is a Christian de
If the stenographer’s and the printer’s memory seemed entirely destroyed. I could retain a festival at their vestry hall next Friday evening. lost about 2700. The Russian soldiers Hedge Fence Shoal. She was got off the next
graph office building and moved it on to his lot their friends at their home on Friday evening. It
sire.
The
dove
rises
from
the
ground
much
more
made
but
trifling
booty,
and
spared
peace
nrts had come into use with the infancy of nothing in the past, nor anticipate the future, Literary and musical entertainments will be pro ful citizens, women and children. Gen. forenoon, with the assistance of the wrecking
adjoining the bank on the south. It will continue is said to have been a pleasant and happy occa
easily and rapidly than most birds. Even her
even for a moment;otherwise it issaid I was “ al] vided, und a supper will be served to all who de
the race, the utterances of all the world’s
schooner Juniata aud U. S. Revenue Cutti
to be used as a telegraph office.
sion.
weight, and the resistance of the atmosphere, aid
right.” I asked what had happened, and on be sire. The ladies in charge of the aflair have had Melikofi'directed the battle during the da}'.
much experience, in such matters, and arc sure Grand Duke Michael was present also. The Gallatin, apparently without damage, and pro hei in flight. So should all difficulties aid us. 3.
patriachs, prophets, apostles, philosophers
Launching .— The barque which Mr. Bean has
The many fiiends of Dr. O. M. Burns will be
ing told, would almost immediately ask the same to provide a good time. The admission will be former entered the city at 11 o ’clock Sun
ceeded.
and sages might have been brought to us
been
building
at
his
yard,
near
the
Boston
steam
happy to hear of his success at Detroit. Mich.,
A part of the dove family are great lovers of home
question over. In going home, I asked a friend only 15 cents, and it is certain that no one can day morning.
in the very words which fell from their lips, who accompanied me, “ what ledge that was spend that amount to better advantage. Be sure
ers’
wharf,
and
named
“
Miriam,”
for
Captain
•3T
The
steamer
City
oURichmond
made
her
where
he has been located nearly a year. A De
aud, set free, stop not for storms or sunshine,
Tlie London News’ Veran-Kaleh special
and go, and take your friends.”
but an invention is now announced by breaking ? ” referring to ft breaking ledge
says Kars was captured by about 15.000 last trip for the present on Wednesday of last forests or flowers, but wing tbeir flight steadily Brown’s wife,was successfully launched on Tuesday troit paper mentions him with favor and esteem.
When
the
editor
had
read
it,
he
said
:
“
Oh,
I
last.
She
started
precisely
at
9.45,oclock,
A.
M
.
Russians, who climbed the rocks, ramparts week. She starttd her hog beam in going up on onward till home is reached, the type of the Chris
which, if it had been known from earliest sight. He replied “ Gangway ledge.” Gang
Several of the parties who went to California
see, an advertisement.”
The event, as is usual, was witnessed by a large last spring have returned.
and walls, and stormed an equal number
ages, the very words and tones of the great way ledge ?” I replied, looking at him steadily
But the manager said, “ No, not an advertise of desperately fighting Turks in headlong: that day and is now laid up to receive a new oue tian hastaniug toward heaven.
number of people and it was remarked by all that
O ccasional .
est teachers and orators of the past might and shaking my head. Now I am ordinarily as ment. We prefer to have it go into tho local flight over their ditches nnd parapets, com anu to receive other small repairs to put her in
they never saw a vessel glide into the water so
order for winter business. She would have gone
now be sounding in our ears. It scents well acquainted with this ledge and its locality column.”
And seeing that the editor looked skeptical, he pelling them to die or surrender. The off in a week or two, for this purpose, if the acci.
N ew M usic .— We have received from I n C nicely. We have heard that there is soon to hi
escalade
[had
been
originally
fixed
for
the
Foreign.
incredible that it should be possible for as I am with the “ Gazelle ” office. I think at continued : “ It williurfrest a great many of
dent referred to had not occurred. Meautimethe Stockbridge, Music publisher aud dealer. 156 another vessel built in the same yard.
the voice of a friend long bnried to be heard this point I must have had one lucid moment, as your readers, and help a good cause; besides we 13th, but passsed over owing to bad weath
It is alleged that a famine prevails in
R eligious .— Rev. Mr. Cox, a young man not
spent so iAUfili money getting up our enter er. Tlie principal attack was made on the Lewiston takes her place, making*; one trip per Exchange street, Portland, the following pieces of
Brazil; that 80.000 cattle have perished
in thc loving tones he once addressed to I afterward remembered who it was came home have
southern
forts.
Gen
Lozereff,
who
com
yet (if we are correct) through with his collegiate owing to tlie drouth, anil that 15,000 peo
tainment that we can’t afford to advertise it withnew music :
week
as
uow,
but
on
her
trip
East
(on
Saturdays)
us—so heard as to be recognized in all its with me.
cut increasing the price of tickets. In such a manded the right wing, consisting of the touching at Camden, Belfast, Searsport and
The Agonies of Tantalus.” Overture. By course, preached at the Baptist church last Sab ple are on the verge of starvation.
So much I have gathered from my friends. As matter as this, we ought to be willing to help eaeh 14th d'vision, assaulted Ilafiz Pasha, a fort
peculiar characteristics—or that it would
Franz vonSuppe. 75 cents.
bath. In our last we forgot to mention that the Rev
William Gale, an English pedestrian
crowninga steep rocky|luight; Gen. Count Bucksport, thence proceeding to Castine, Mt. De
“ May Queen Waltz,” By Boettger. Price Mr. Williams preached at the Methodist church
lte possible for the spoken words of to-day to my own recollections, the two and one-half other.”
who attertipted to walk 4000 quarter miles
“ Well,” said the editor, “ if this goes into the Grobbe with a regiment of Moscow grena sert, Machiasport, etc. Passengers and freight
to be heard again in precisely the same hours which intervened between the time I met locals, I suppose you would reciprocate by reading diers and a regiment of the 39th division for Winterport, Hampden and Bangor will be for 40 cents.
in
4000 consecutive periods of 10 minutes
R
ailroad
?.
—We
of
Camden
have
long
wished
In the Morning of Life. ” Vocal melody. By
tones next year, or next century and yet my neighbor at his house and the moment I re a little notice in your church next Sunday, say attacked Hafiz Pasha in jh e centre, the warded by Sanford boats without extra charge.
for a railroad, and now we have two, one running each, completed his task at seven minutes
5. Glover. Price 30 cents.
the sermon is about half done.”
“ He HoMs the Fort of Heaven.” Words by from the anchor works coal yard into the factory of 11 Saturday night at Islington. He was
Kbanli Tabia, Suavarra Tabia, tl e three On her return trip she will 'touch at Belfast and
such a possibility is promised us and such an covered at my own home, is a perfect blank. I have when
The visiting brother naturally asked what no
Mas. D. M. Jordan. Music by Charlie Baker. aud one on the wharf by D. Knowlton and Co. in good condition.
incredible thing issaid tohave beennlready no recollection of getting upon the stage, retain tice, and the editor wrote, aud handed him the lowest of the citadels; tho Ardahan brigade Camden, but not at Bucksport and Searsport. Price 40 cents.
and another regiment of Moscow grenadi
no sensation of falling—usually very vivid in such
The Spanish Government has paid $77,fallowing :
made a reality. This latest wonder of in
When the City of Richmond is refitted she will
“ Minnie Moore.” Song. By J. L. Hatton. Trains are not yet running regularly, but consid 000 indemnity for the execution of General
ers,
under
Gens.
Roop
and
Kowaroff,
form
cases—and what is more singular, some important
“ The Weekly Chronicle, for the coming year,
erable freight is passing over them.
take the Lewiston’s place on this route and the Price 30 cents.
vention is called the Phonograph and an
Ryan
and other Americans in Cuba, $40,work l was engaged in during the early part of the will be the best and cheapest family paper in ing the left wing, assaulted|fort lnglis on
We have also received from F. W. Helmick,
A ll S orts .— Rose Brothers have very materi 000 of which sum has been paid to claim
the right.
latter will be withdrawn till Spring.
exchange thus speaks of i t :—
day was only recalled with the utmost difficulty, Maine. Its proprietor has had much experience,
publisher, Cincinnati, a new song and chorus, ally improved the appearance of their drug store ants and the balance invested in 5 per cent,
Tlie attack began in the centre at 3
"A n orator in Boston, for example, and seemed like a dream afar off. Late in the af and has all tho helps which a large outlay of o’clock on Saturday evening when Count
5^" At about half-past eight o’clock this morn “ Sweet, Forget me Not,” by Bobby Newcomb
Our citizens arc frequently disturbed by drunken bonds. A curious fact in connection with
speaks. An indented strip of paper is the ternoon, about one-half hour after recovering my money can procure. His paper has a larger cir Grobbe led two brigades against Kbanli re ing the horse of R. Anderson & Co., attached to
culation than any other published in the county,
Price 40 cents. Also “ Old Uncle Dan; ” song rowdies on the street late at night. Theyoung folk8 the matter is that Gen. Ryan’s heirs re
tangible result; but this travels under a
and is to be furnished at only two dollars. It is doubt nnd himself fell dead at the first on their confectionary wagon, started and ran from and chorus. By Horace Dumars. Price, 40 cts.
none of the money, as they have been
memory,
some
important
routine
work
needed
to
got up a nice entertainment for the Good Temp ceive
second machine which may connect witli
certain that no one can spend that amount to bet slaught pierced by a bullet. Capt. Kwodunable to prove that he was an American
the telephone. Not only is the speaker be done, which I performed mechanically, though ter advantage. Be sure and take the Chronicle, mickie of the 39th regiment was the first Jones’s store on Water street and part way up the
lars last Monday night.
citizen.
street he came in collision with the buggy of
o f t'l now in San Francisco, perhaps, but l seemed in a dream at the time. It was only af and subscribe for it for your friends.”
to enter the redoubt at 11 o'clock at night.
The statement that Mrs. Theodore Tilton
President MacMahon was finally driven
comassing the strip again under the re- ter ajnight’s rest that I fully recovered. A sore
The manager hemmed and hesitated, and then His sword was cut clean out of his hand Capt. Tra B. Ellems, causing some slight damago
lo accept the resignation of his cabinet by
las mccr, he may be heard to-morrow, or ness about the back of the head and neck, a lame said, solemnly, that he “ doubted whether it and his clothes pierced. The redoubt sur to it and upsetting the confectionery wagon, from had returned to hot* husband is denied.
R ock port.
being informed by the Constitutional or
on theear, or next century. His speech in shoulder, and a bruised ankle, are the only re would be judicious to interrupt a sermon to read rendered early in tlie morning, and then which the forward wheels became detached and
such a notice,” but suggested that if it was
Orleanist senators, who hold the balance of
The yellow fever is abating in Jackson
act -t instance is recorded and transthe three towers almostsimultanoously with
Business very good around the ice houses, pre power in the Senate, that they would not
j.reuid simultaneously, and indifinite repe maining symptoms. Now, it is my private opin printed, copies of it might be distributed at the the capture of the Kbanli redoubt. The the horse ran furiously with them up Main street. ville. Only five cases were reported Satparatory for the winter’s crop.
consent to a second dissolution of the Cham
tition is possible. The invention is purely ion that it is a delicate matter to inflict a blow door of the vestry on the evening of the enter citadel, Fort Souvarre and Fort Ilafiz Pasha Opposite White & Case’s store he came in slight urday, and no new ones.
Mr. G. F. Burgess and others are discharging ber of Deputies. The President, Saturday,
mechanical—no electricity is involved. It just hard enough to produce the above results, tainment.
collision with Mr. White’s wagon, without causing j
---------------— *--------------“ Yes,” said the editor, “ but it would attract were carried by assault. By daylight Sun
I. H. G.
is a simple affair of vibrating plates, and leave the subject alive.
material damago ; but opposite Bryant &
L. Cundee & Co.’s rubber factory in New a cargo of soft coal from St. Johns, by schooner at his reception, expressed the determina
more attention in the middle of a sermon. It day morning Gen. LazerotTs troops lmd anv
tion to remain ‘‘at his post defending the
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thrown into vibration by the human voice.
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will interest a large number of your congregation made progress as far as the capture of Fort Cobb a marble works, their horse and wagon stood s ,)00 00Q ln3urance 305,600.
It is crude yet, but the principle has been
For sometime since our sidewalks have been social order” so long ns the Senate would
and help a good cause, and besides so much mon Harodagh. Other forts, especially tho Arab
supporthim. Nothing definite iayetknown
New York city has a “ penny restaurant” ey is speDt upon the Chronicle that I don’t see Tabia on the east and Takmeh Tabia on crosswise of the street to be loaded, and the run-!
found, and modifications nnd improve
blocked
and
impossible
for
a
lady
to
pass.
We
of the composition of the new cabinet.
ments aro only a matter of tim e.”
where a small cup of coffee, bread and how the owner can afford to print hand bills to the west, maintained a stubborn resistance away animal dashed against Mr. Bayant’s horse
Field & Leiter’s extensive retail dry think that a stop should be put to this.
going
butter, pork and beans, a slice of corn beef, advertise it without increasing the subscription until 8 o’clock, when all the garrison that with great force, knocking him over 'and
. . . . . . goods store in Chicago was completely
Talbot, Rust & Gould have loaded two schoon
Thomas Qninn, a bank robber, hailing
mush, oat-meal, and boiled rico may be price. In such a matter as this, we ought to be could escape fled towards Erzeroum, but down himself in a heap. The thills,attached to both (| ostroyed by lire nnd water on tile 14th.
The suit against R. B. Connelly for ten obtained at a cost of one cent for each willing to help each other.”
these were subsequently overtaken by horses were broken in the crash and tho forward -pile property loss is estimated at .?1,500, ers with ice for a southern port; also Carleton & from Maine, was arrested in New York
millions, was called for trial in the Supreme item. It is a newspaper man’s enterprise,
Saturday, for robbing Homer Ramsdell’s
Co., from Barrett & Co., for a southern port.
axle
of
Mr.
Bryant’s
wagon
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broken.
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Court ofN ew York Monday, hot is adjourn was started on the 8th inst., and is prov J Z t X ' S S r < ^ S S £ K f Z t
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Junction and Empire stations preparatory <l>»t the acgr.irai.- i. no Ninall matt • to'nH^mUhat
tree, or be sent by .
»r otherwise, as 1
| by including in its assets prospective value of real estate, and excesses of premium pay*
to building a railroad from tlieir line tn - ihall be glad to expre-a our thank- to them f<
which was bought at the dullest season and
D I S A S 'i’ r l t S .
ubscriber.
the Poland Spring, a distance of between i c,rb' remiui
we will giye purchasers EXTRA BAR
j meats to be received.
not he entitled i
Hugh McCulloch
1 0 . 0 0 0 AGENTS WANTED TO SELL GAINS in this line.
three and four miles, at an estimated cost
! For the reasons above given, the Superintendent has no hesitation in stating that this
r ic e •>.{ p e r u iin iiiu 1 Ailv
of $7000 per mile, to lie used only .hiring E o c k la m lj f c l ic t a il P r i c e s C u r r e n t . 1great Corporation is entitled to public confidence and its officers to his warmest coni• of the following Picmi
the summer months.
i
oth-1meudation.
ic o f the I f o n s e h o h l K<Ht
D O M E S T IC P O R T S .
Hon. Charles Biifi'um. of the Governor's fnvi'-V.ped
eloth, with !•'» Uluf-i
i. For lurge
lid p o w e rfu l blow ever dealt the Domestic and Factory Woolen
BOSTON—Ar Id, sell Anna W Barker, {of C.t-iine,
will be a ehade lower. Corrected
d r i n k , bv the v e te r a n author. T . S. A rth u r ,
Council, has returned from looking up the j nnnntuire pi
Snowman. Cape Haytie Oct 29, with logwood t<> Lyon,
to s t a r t l e ami e n lig h te n Hie people. Vivid
Yarns in all Colors.
Islands on the coast in tile vicinity of Port- * CI‘
R o ck la n d , November 22, 1877. •
X
E
W
YORK—A
r
15,
m
-U
s
Silas
MeLo**»,
Spear,
land, that still lielong to the State or are of
Unfolds th • work of I n e b r i a t e A s j Rockland; l.uella A Snow, Gregory. Richmond, Ya.
, F r u i t a r id P r o d u c e .
, G o sp el T e m p e ra n c e , W o m a n ’s C ru s a d e ,
double proprietorship. He finds some fo r-'
l'.o .
Ar
Id.
sell*
G
M
Brainard,
Lord,
Rockland;
R
c
A SSETS.
F r a u d * M u r p h y , P r o h ib itio n , etc.. ilc .O n lv 8H.
Steak, p n ,...
Thoma*. Mason.
ty Islands of this character. They 'will
-bi4
; Irs sale is m am llo u s. O U R B I B L E S with ’J tHio
fc'pk.......3.7.I..U
Spare-rib, P !
through llcll Gate IS, Win McLoon, Sjicar,
Real Estate,
I l l u s t r a t i o n s far excell all other-. P r i m } n r i r e - I
$2,473,087 50 N Passed
probably lie sold hy the Slate. During the Cooking,
Dried, ^ tt............. 12 .j 1.7
Sausage P !(•.
Y for Rocklmul.
ng. By Ritchie, r e ir e .l
p e r c t.! ! Semi for terms.
17,205,232 81 VINKYAltD-lIAVKN—Ar 16.Cephas S tarred. Bah
Y E t'b u .2.25 « 2.50
Bonds and Mortgages
summer sixty Islands on the coast east o f : n*ng. By Ritchie, HI BBARD BROS.. Pubs., Springfield, M»*«.
4w11 i AYe have on hand all the desirable corsets
Beef, rousts, V n»---- 1.73 IS Poultry p n>
i- filed Eugr ing. Bv Ritchie.
Stocks, Bonds, etc., 01 rued by the Company :
bidge, Bidtimoro for Boston; Ruth S Ilodgdon, Perry,
of the day, Mrs. Moody's “AbdoininalM,JDr.
Xarraguagas bay, wore sold.
Steak F It.................15«2o Chickens Spring...........K
1O hara L in e n . By Frank B.
Rockland for New Bedford; S .1 Llmlsec, Kennedv,
Warren’s ’’llealth”, “Bon-Ton”, “Premier”
Cost Value. Market Value.
Tile W hig says that Rev. Miss Angeli, of Corned, ¥ If*...................10 Turkeys.......................... 20
cloth.
1
.
It
gh
Rockland for N Y.
Tongue, ^ B>...................14 Ducks,.............................15
and “Yours Truly”,—a full line of all these
$15,758 75
$16,100 00
er insight into hi^ “ inner life” than can be
Merchants Bank, N. Y., stock,
Pittsfield, traveled ninety miles recently Beets,
N EW PO RT—Saileil 17, Cora Etta, Pendleton. Hurii.-w.V’ lb...............02 Ge«Ne.......................103 .14
elsewhere,
and
i>
altogether
one
of
tiemo
corsets at popular prices.
8,484 00
ricAiie Island, for Philadelphia: Mary B Smith. Ma
10,164 00
Bank of America, N. Y., .stock.
and preached a sermon on the same day. B u tte r^ !!>.................25«j28 Potatoes, new...................«To
ating,
instructive,
and
useful
hooks
of
tin
loiiev, from Thomaaton for N Y: Salmon W ashburn.
Cabbage, t? lb...................<>2Potatoes, sw eet, ^ tb...04
1,470 00
1,470 00
•ver published.
Bank of the Itepnblic, N. Y., stock,
She rode thirty miles to the place where Cranberries
Hathaway, Taunton for N Y.
n e w
t?bu.2.00»j2.50 Pickles, gal............503 00
10,125 00
10.500 00
she was to preach, but on arrival found that Cheese, i? !1>...................... 10 Quinces, p* pk......................
American Exchange Bank, X. Y.. stock,
NARRAGANSETT P IE K -D u teh Island Harl.or,—
A r 17, Ii»aae Orhcton. Crockett, Windsor. X S, for
5,381 25
she had left her sermon, and went back and Eggs per doz.................... 28 Squashes, V l b ................02
6,400 00
Metropolitan Bank, N. Y., stock,
Lard,
H
i.........................
13
Tomatoes,
fresh,!?’
tb..........
Alexandria.
Il
I
N
D
E
P
E
N
D
E
N
T
,
procured the manuscript and then returned Lamb F It>..................... 0011 per can ,................... 15««20
3,792,113 97
3,892,763 34
United States Bonds,
PORTLAND—A r Id, David Ames, Ante*, Philadel
New Y o rk C ity
again and delivered the sermon.
Onions, ¥ It*...................... 3 Turnips, tb.....................02
25,233 75
26,750 00
Central Parle Loan,
phia.
Wo carry the largest assortment in the
44,800 00
Recently a woman in Sedgewick by the
44,800 00
NEW BURYPORT—Ar 11, C arrieJ. Hix, IIix, New
Delaware and Hudson Canal Co., stock,
City in OPERAS anil COLORS and sell
Y ork; Elia PreMey, Pressiy, do.
name of Cooper who had a blind child, a
400,000
00
400,000
00
Delaware
and
Hudson
Canal
Co.,
bonds,
them
the CHEAPEST.
G ro c o i'ic N ,c tc .
SALEM
—Ar
H
,
Trader,
Bradbury,
Rockland.
boy about 13 years old. left him alone
576,110 00
549,967 10
New York Street-Opening bonds,
H»
Salt V b o x ... 10, 15, 20§30
BALTIMORE—Cld 11, K C Rankin, Bishop, N Y.
Call timl examine our Kids selling for
while she ran into a neighbor's house, about Coffee
41,104 00
42.000 00
New York County Bounty bonds.
K io ,........................ 25§28 Soap, A? lb,
MOBILE—Old 11, brig Adole McLoon, A rev, Cape
50
and
i!2 cts. Rest value in Rockland.
i
i
i
l
0
.
i
half a mile distant. When she returned
Roasted & gr. Rio 30§33 Sugar per
645,596 25
745,875 00
Haytien.
New York City consolidated bonds,
she found him drowned in the well in the J a v a ,..............................40 jOran"’
PENSACOLA— Cld 10, brig Lizzie 11 Kimball,
113,928 75
131,625 03
& g a l...............
E xtr;
New York County consolidated bonds,
cellar. He had often drawn water for his Molasses
“
OUR
FOLKS
AT
POGANUC,"
Storer.
Havana.
H avana..................50 3 00 Muscovado,___
60,000 00
New York City (Morrisania & West Farms) lAls
60.000 00
l ’orto Rico,................... 7.7 Syrup, sugar-house.........00
BEGINS NOV. 28, IN T H E
mother, and it is supposed while doing so
L a d ie s ’ G e n t.’a & C h ild r e n ’s
:10g MAIN STREET,
1,170,000 00
O rleans................... 70
Maple per g a L ...........1.50
New York Central and Hudson River R. R. b’ds 1,019,382 50
this time his foot slipped and he fell in head New
F O R E IG N .
r a t W HOLESALE A M I R ETA IL, al II,c la
Oil. Kerosene, t? gal20§30 Tea, Japau, H>...frml8 toSO
1,074,075
00
1,178,333
33
New
York
and
Harlem
R.
R.
bonds,
first, for so she found him.
P ra tt’s Astral, V' g a l..48 Oolong, per lb.. 40 §00
Ar
at
Gibraltar
to
Nov
1C,
brig
C
S
Packard,
Ames
983,144
80
1,024,700 00
Devon’s i'il....................40 Eng. B reakfast......50,60
Brooklyn City bonds,
bury. New York.
Mrs. Jane M. Swett. who was tried in Prunes,
S p e c ia l F e a t u r e s fo r 1 8 7 7 -8 .
t? lb ............. 10g l .7 Salt, i ? bu........................ 50
442,425 00
450,590 00
Jersey City bonds,
A r at Liverpool 16, Martha A McNeil, Jordan, I . f. o n a u d B ,\c n x , I>. 1)., “ Political Problems.”
1866 for the memorable murder o f her hus R a isin s,^ 1-4 b o x ..50000 Salrutus,...................... 8-1 iO
FLOUR. CORN, MEAL, BUT- We do not hesitate to say that we are sellCharleston.
183,700 00
;i. I I . V in c i :>T, D. D ., “ Sunday-School Papers.”
178,479 16
Yonkers Town bonds,
band. Dr. Clias. M. Swett. at Kennebunk,
____ ____ .. _.
^^ ^^
ing the host Vests for ladies, at 50 cts., to
A r at Liverpool Oct 2S, M artha Cobb, Greenbank,
F lo u r , C o r n , M e a l, e tc .
Er.
I>. !>.. “ Ho
129,875 00
131,210 00
Newark City bonds,
St John, N B.
died in the almshouse in that town a few Barley, per bu................ 80 Rice, pr lb.......................... 10
i be found in the city, Also all other grades
TER, CHEESE, EGGS,
A
r
at
Gloucester
28,
Edward
Cushing,
Bickmorc.
77,000
00
80,000
00
Jo s. P. T hompson ,
Flushing Water bonds,
days ago. Site was charged with murder Buckwheat flour per tb..06 Middlings, p r lb .............IV
from 25 cents up.
'
'
j
Foreign
Corn-spoil
Sid
Inn
l’enarth
2:>,
Phiucas
Pendleton,
Nichols,
for
R. W . D a l i :, M. A..
9,519 92
10,155 00
Rensselaer and Saratoga R. R. bonds,
ing her husband bv mixing morphine with Cracked, w heat per lb..07 Out.-, pr bu.......................55
Galle.
A Mkmiif.k o ; tii : f. Y. B ar , “ A U
Cld fni Newport 29, Thomas R Pillsbury, Pitcher,
5.000 00
5.000 00
Thought!* on P riling.”
his whisky, and that she did it with no
Eastchester bonds,
Sagua.
nl
R
E
T
A
IL
D
E
A
L
“
LAICft*,”
“
Lctlera
An excellent assortment of
criminal intent, but only to produce nau Flour, per b b l...7.00§ 11.00 Shorts, p r ib .................1
46,250 00
56.500 00
R ichm ond C ity bonds,
A r at Cardenas Nov 5, sch Casslc Jam eson, Jameson, U enhv W ard B ki :
•» Rive us a call, or corFeed, per lb.............1V Potasb, lum p.................12
Philadelphia.
sea in the hope of curing him of his habit. Fine
8.000 00
8.000 00
Pulpit.
-pond with m befoi : making iht^purcliaM 'n.
Tennessee bonds,
Graham Flour, per n>--- 6 Canned Mhk...................... 25
A r at St John, N B 16, sch Joe Carlton, Thurston, J oseph Cook , Boston Lecture** (condensed)
She was found gnilty of manslaughter and P earl B arley,....................10
2,730 00
3,500 00
Georgia bonds,
Camden.
A bbo 'j , Sunday-School Lemons.
sentenced to six years in the State Prison.
Always
A r nt Dunkirk Nov 18, barque Adclia Carlton. Pack
15,840 00
F if th ,c f c ,
15,840 00
Alabama bonds,
rd. Baltimore, (before reported arrived 12tli).
Sent fo r b a la n c e c
to
Fisli,dry cod pr Ib ....5 « 8
Corned Cod................... 4
8,960 00
8,960 00
South Carolina bonds,
i Nov 19, barque Don Jusl
B E E F , P O R K , L A lt l) , 1IA M S,
» Clergryinci
Fresh cod, pr lb........... 5 Napes & fins, prlb.8n.10
At the Cabinet meeting Friday tile visit Fresh
15,285
71
20,000
00
Mississippi
warrants.
AXD
Haddock........... 10§15 Tongues & bounds,
lit e r s c o n t a i n i n g c h a p te r * o f M r*
of tlie delegation from tile e.mcus of Re Dry pollock, pr lb......... 5
p rlb .. ..................... 8
r e e o n r e c e ip t o f p o s t a l c a r d .
Choice Familv C-rroceiries.
Fresh halibut,............. 10 Lobsters, pr lb...............05
SPO K EN .
publican Senators was discussed, and
Totals,
$9,730,529 91 $10,311,045 67 $10,311,045 67
halibut,pr lb. 12 Salmon, pr lb...................
D.
KING,
P
u
b
l
i
s
h
e
r
,
hit
&e,
brig
Eugenia,
(of
Bangor)
fron
though one of the Secretaries expressed Smoked
Suit, mackerel....... 7,910, Shad.......................................
Baltimore for Mura d ii
P la c e , N ew Y o r k .
2w5
in gre a t variety at very low prices.
dissatisfaction at any interference with the Fresh Mackerel,.................. Oysters....................... 35§50
S a tis fa c tio n ( in a r a n te e d .
O rd e rs S o lic ite d a n
Premium Notes ami Loans,
$781,585 39
appointing power o f the Executive, Presi
C o a l , W o o d , H a y . e tc .
furnished
deliver good** to any part u
1,427,933 18
dent llaycs expressed a different opinion Coal per to n ....G 00§7 .70 Hay, pressed. 17 00ft 19 00 Cash in Banks and Trust Companies,
city.
Fo r the Penobscot
Machias. lieEPHRAIM
NOTICE.
224,052
SNOW.
It. L. W INSLOW .
~
Hair, pr bu ..............’....3 0 Interest due and accrued on Bonds and Mortgages,
and said, ns he lias said before, that he Wood, hard per
cd..................5 005 C 25 Cement, pr cask..........1 G5 Interest due and accrued on Stocks and Bonds,
I7TTEREA8 my wife A DA F. AREY, having left
42,320 39
should always he pleased to hear sugges Soil,
per c d .. .4 00§5 OO.Saud p re a s k ............. 20§25 Interest due and accrued on Premium Notes and Loans,
Fall
Winter
Arrangement.
25,709
37
tions from any member of Congress on
L im e, W o o d a n d C a*ks.
Rents due and accrued,
8,476 17
the subject.
from and after thin date.
Premiums due and unreported,
$125,027 15
One Trip P e r Week.
JO SEPH L. AREY.
Feathers, Oil Cloth, Rugs,
Premiums deferred,
432,695 40
Tile Bank Commissioners have investi
Vinalhavcn, Nov. 17, 1877.
M
iftc
e
lln
iiro
u
ft.
STEAMER UEWIHTON,
gated the irregularities of the Wolfooro’,
Mats, etc.
Iron, pr Ib.................... 2.s, Linseed oil, pr gal.............70
CA1T. CI1.YS. DEERING,
X. n „ Savings Bank, and report that mon Nalls,
Total,
•$557,722
55
n . GREGORY. J r .
p re a s k ..............3 0t) W hite lead, pure, p r l b . . 10
E. A. BUTLER.
/p w * ’
l i r U . L leave Railroad Wharf,
ey had been loaned without security, with P er lb .............................4
Deduct 20 per cent, c uimated cost of collecting above
111,544 51
. w * » Foot of State Street, ever)
Wc have received our
GREGORY & RUTLER, ^
FRIDAY Evening, at 10 o’clock,
out the consent of all the trustees, and with
*** * * *rr"~,y l—
rag* for Rockland, Camden, Belfast,
Net amount,
out complying with tile law. The total
Sear.-port, lHuck*port, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
F A L L
ST O C K
liabilities are $530 956.72; assets, $422,So. West ami Bar Harbors. (Mt. (Desert), Millbridge,
Total admitted Assets,
'$32,945,621 30
Joucsport and Maebinsport.
017.19. showing a deficiency of $108,938.Which comprises some choice designs and
I t em s n o t a d m it t e d :
RETURNING, Will leave Macliiuspoit every TUES
53. Tile estimated shrinkage on the as
patterns not found in any other store in
DAY Morning at 4 ;il0 o’clock, touching ns above,
Agents’ Balances,
$36,154 19
sets is $101,234.64, leaving an actual de
(except Bucksport and Searsport),arriving in Portland
town, which will be sold as I.OW, if not a
Cost value of Real Estate over present appraised values,
68,488 96
same night, usually connecting with Pullman 'J’rain,
10
R o c k la n d , M a in e .
ficiency of $210,163.17.
Loans on Mortgage in excess of present value,
; little I.OWEIt than quoted by any other
149,605 00
and early morning T rains for Boston and the West.
The S trainer Richmond having been withdrawn from
house in the city.
TROCHE PO W D E R ,
Total.
the Bangor route, Passengers and F reig tt for WinterThe Cincinnati Commercial published on
Please call and examine our Stock beport, Hampden and Bangor will be forwarded via San
Monday an editorial recommending Gen. A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
ford Steamship Company without extra charge.
i
fore purchasing. By so doing, you will
C a ta r r h , H e a d a c h e . B a d B r e a th , H o a rs e n e s s , Total Gross Assets,
9
3
3
,1
0
0
,8
6
0
4
5
Grant for the Berlin mission.
m u*.
(S uccessor to F. G. Cook),
A s th m a , B r o n c h itis , C o u g h s, D e a fn e ss, A c ,
O. A. KALLOCH, Agent.
! save money.

A U C T IO N S A L E H S

WHARF AND KILN W IN TER BLOOM ING

T

B

Superintendent of the Insurance Department

REMOVAL!

SOUTH B JIIJ A H IH T .

Examination of the N. Y. Life Insurance Co.,

JO H N L O V E JO Y ,

E. S. FARWELL,

SINGER SEWING MACHINES Fire-Marine Insurance

O F N EW Y O R K C IT Y .

Auction S a le

Sirin* nn o s.

BANKRUPT STOCK.
I

FAM ILY GROCERIES,

FLOUR,

LA R D , H AM S,

Butter, Cheese, ami Eggs,
Country Produce.,

D ress Goods,
A rm ures,

M atelasse,
Vigo nes,
B ask e t Cloths,

P a ris Novelties

HOLIDAY B la c k S ilk s
"'3

r r Music&Variety Store

D E A T H S, 1 /

Independent

FOB 1878.

Chickering & Son’s Piano
Fortes.

SHAWLS.

I

MARI NE

Variety Departm ent,

JOURNAL

2000 YDS. PRINTS

PREMIUMS.

Woolen,

Cotton & Wool
Flannels

FREE..........

p ic t o r ia l

DiCTiomRT.i" '“ "rr : . ; : r : 7; ;'‘M""

"sasr/K;-

CREATIVE SCIENCE

Repellants and Cloakings
in Great Variety.

FATHER’S

B L A I K E

i t

Fmm\
FRESH STO CK!
------L O W P R I C E S !

C H R iS T iA ^ J UNSON.

i i i t

i ,

KID GLOVES!

UNDERWEAR.

1

F R U IT & PRO DUC E.

Silk and Worsted Fringes,
Trimming Velvet, But
tons, Trimmings, and
Small Wares,

&

CARPETINGS,

&

SPECIAL NOTICES

2 3 8 Main Street,

JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF

The lion . W. F. Coolbaugli, president
o f Fie Union X'ational Bank of Cbicage,
committed suicide at the foot of the Doug
las monument in that city at an early hour
on the 14th. Xo cause is assigned for the
act
A wife-mnrder in church occurred in
Philadelphia, Sunday. During the services
nt the Church of Ascension, Alexander B.
Sayres arose, walked up the aisle, drew a
pistol and shot his wife Elizabeth fatally
wounding her. Sayres was promptly ar
rested. Botli parties were regular attend
ants at the church, hut had been separated
for two (years. The husband lias already
served a term in prison for breaking her
a im .

I f

And all Disorders resulting from COLDS In

H E A D , T H R O A T an d VOCAL ORGANS.
This Remedy does not ** D ry u p ” a Catarrh but
L O O S E N S it; frees the head of nil offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; nllayg
and s o o th e s the b u r n in g h e a t in Catarrh; is so
m ild and a g re e a b le in its effects that it positively
C U R E S W IT H O U T S N E E Z IN G !
A6 a T ro c h e P o w d e r, is pleasant to the taste, and
never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly gives to
the T h r o a t and V o c a l O r g a n s a

L IA B IL I T I E S .]
Death Losses and Matured Endowments not due,
Death Losses and Claims resisted,
Premiums paid in advance,
Estimated liability on Lapsed Policies,
Net Re-insurancc Reserve,

Delicious Sensation of Coolness AComfort Total Liabilities,
It is the best V o ic e T o n i c in the w orld!
T ry I t ! S afe, R e lia b le , a n d o n ly 35 C e n ts !
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
C O O P E R , W IL S O N & CO., P r o p ’s, P h il'a .
W . W . W h ip p le & Co., P o r t l a n d , M e.; G eo.
C. G o o d w in A C o., W e e k s & P o r t e r , R u s t
B ro s ., k B ird , B o sto n , W h o le s a le A g en ts.

tiUJul,9mofrOcl

$418,393 19
97,200 00
17,038 32

J. E. R0BINS0A

M
iDruggist & Apothecary,
C IT Y D RU G S T O R E
2 8 2 Main Street.
Rockland, Jan . 6, 1877,

JoB PrlnTiNg

H. C. LEVENSALER, M. D.,

Prompt, and Neat At this O le.

10,000 00

26,440,111 00
8 2 6, 0 8 2, 74 2 51

Surplus as regards policy-holders, on the basis of admitted assets as determined
by this report,
Surplus as regards policy-holders, on the basis of total assets, as reported by the
Company,
Estimated Surplus of Tontine policy-holders included in the aliore,

85 ,9 62 ,8 7 8 70

86,217,126 94
8 517,504 84
JOHN F. SMYTH, Superintendent.

46

Agent’s up-town office, 271 Main Street.

EF1 A g e n t s fo r M in e . D e m 
u r e st ’s R e l i a b l e P a t t e r n s ,
K e e p ’s P a r tly -M a d e S h ir t s ,
a n d t h e M e r r ia m S h ir t c o m 
p le t e fo r Sl.O O .
Samples sent to any address, and good s
delivered promptly to any part o f the city ,
' free of charge.

T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E ,
Devotes hi* attention to the PRA CTICE o f MEDICIN E and SURGERY.
O* Residence uud Office. Levensaler BloeklJMuin

GILT

CARDS, Bill Heads. TAGS

O RD ER

Nowaud Elegant D esigns
LETTER HEADS) POSTERS,
Promptly printed a t this office, 210 Main Street, ground
From New York
and Philadelphia,
floor. Orders by Mail promptly
Handsomely P rintedattended to.
A T T U 18 O FFI CE

OF

D A N CES

ACHORN & HASTINGS
3 5 1 M A IN S T R E E T .

"VEGETINE,” J. G. POTTLE

J u d g in g by A ppearances.
B u s in e s s C a rets.
State of Maine.
t e a i l r o t i i t s a* S t e a m b o a t s .
To the Honorable Jonathan 0 . Dickerson,
When Maine was a district of Massa
chusetts, Ezekiel Whitman was chosen to
one o f the Justices o f the Supreme Judi
Says a Boston physician, “ has no equal as a blood
E D IT E D E Y
- K R S . RUTH W IL D E R represent the district in the Massachusetts purifier. Hearing of its many wonderful cures after
cial Court o f said State.
Legislature.
He was an eccentric man, all other remedies had failed, I visited the Laboratory,
(RocnESTF.it, X. Y.)
and convinced myself of its genuine merit. It is pre ____and Domestic "W OOLENS, comprising many
UMBLY shows the undersigned. Trustees of the
To whom all communications for this department must ind one of the best lawyers of his time, pared
from barks, roots, and herbs, each of which is
Camden Savings Bank, of Camden, in the County
the Latest Styles and Prettiest Patterns to be found
lie owned a farm, and did much work on highly effective, and they are compounded in such a of
be addressed, at th is office . Contributions,
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